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- 
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ACUTA's Core Purpose is to: Support higher education institutions in
achieving optimal use of communications technologies.
ACUTA's Gore Values are to:
. Share information, resources and insight,
' Respect the expression ofindividual opinions and solutions,
. Maintain our commitment to professional development and growth,
. Advance the unique values and needs of higher education communica-
tions technologies, and
' Encourage volunteerism and individual contribution of members in
support of organizational goals.
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The BlackBerry syncs with our enterprise calendar
only through Microsoft Outlook and the Oracle
Connector for Outlook. This means that we are
installing MS Outlook on all our faculty and staff
computers and providing instruction to users on how
to run the MS Office security updates, since Outlook
provides a new entry point for viruses, worms, and so
forth. The increase in BlackBerry handhelds created a
corresponding increase in users who sync their MS
Outlook account with the GUCalendar. We had
several enterprise calendar crashes over the past
semester due to a mismatch between versions of the
sync software (Oracle Connector) and server software
(Oracle Calendar). We learned that we must pay more
attention to keeping our calendar server patched and
up-to-date with the latest version in order to accom-
modate different versions of the client sync software
and prevent system crashes.
We use BlackBerry Web Client to forward our
e-mail messages to the device. There is a lot of
overhead in individual account setup, management,
and training with this method. We made some small
adjustments to prioritize our e-mail routing to/from
BlackBerry provider ISPs when we implemented a
new schema for server-side virus scanning and
MIMEDefang.
Since more clients were using MS Outlook to sync
their BlackBerry handheld devices, more users
decided to use MS Outlook as their primary desktop
calendar client (as opposed to the Oracle Calendar
desktop client). This caused a large increase in the
demand for classes on how to use MS Outlook,
especially as a combined e-maii and calendar desktop
client. We also had a large increase in the need for
BlackBerry user training. \A/e increased our online
documentation for the BlackBerry devices signifi-
cantly, and "blackberry help" is now at the top of our
Google search list.
One manager supports the BlackBerry devices,
managing the installations and training ciients to use
them. He also trains support staff to troubleshoot
and repair the devices. Because account-specific
rS
t they will
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pass\\,ords are needed to access these
phone support services, dealing rvith
telephone technical and billing support
tiom BlackBerry service providers has
been a tedious task.
Nelr' securitv policies were drafted
and adopted to account for the
BlackBerrv hanclhelds. Specific policies
lr,ere r'vritten for the transfer of devices
from one client to another. As noted
before, MS Outlook Provides a nerv
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forth, and rvhen rve make changes lor
server-side virus scanning rve need to
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While Georgetou'n's focus has beer-t
on administrative services, rve are in the
process of developing a strateg,v to
provide services to the students. One
ol our [ir.t \lep] irr this proccss i: to
look at expandir-rg and enhancing our
cellular and 802.1 I coverage on the
campus so tl'rat students, facultr', and
staff n ill have adequate coverage.
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Content providers rvill be forced to
support these next-getreration devices
as their primarv distribution vel.ricles as
several develoPments take p1ace, among
them (1) the core technological diff-er-
ences betr'veen PCs, mobile devices,
e-books, TVs, and celluiar Phones
disappear over time; (2) electronic
displays gain readability rivaling paper;
(3) secr-rre broadband r'r'ireless becomes
available in virtually every device at
extremellr 1or'v prices; (4) extraordinar-
i1,v inexpensive mass storage becomes
commonplace; and (5) development of
alu,ays-connected, lor'r'-porver-con-
sumption electronics are developed.
We, the universities, are among
those content providers. Horv rvill r've
respond?
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Transitions and New Beginnings
As I sit down to write this
column, the inauguration has
just taken place in Washing-
ton, and President Bush has
outlined an ambitious set of
goals and priorities for his
next term in office. New
cabinet officers are being
confirmed, and they will bring
with them a new leadership
team in many Federal
agencies-including the
Department of Education-
with renewed energy and commitment. These transitions and
new beginnings have caused me to reflect on how far we have
come in the world of communications technology, and where
the legislative and policy directions might be heading in the
future.
We also learned on fanuary 21 that the Chairman of the
FCC, Michael Powell, would be stepping down after four
years of leading that agency that impacts the lives of ACUTA
members, and all United States citizens, in so many ways. It
will be interesting so see how his impending departure will
affect many critical issues that remain unresolved at the FCC,
including IP-enabled services, the scope and funding of
Universal Service, E91 1 for multi-line telephone systems,
CALEA, and many others. Will the leadership change at the
FCC further delay decisions on these complex and important
issues, or will a new leader, yet to be identified, spur the
agency to act? I suspect that delays are likely.
This year will also bring new discussions and proposals in
Congress for rewriting the Telecommunications Act of 1996.
Many in Congress, the telecommunications industry, and
even the user community feel that it is time for an overhaul
of the 1996 reforms, which themselves caused a major
shakeup in the regulatory structure for telecom services.
It was those reforms in 1996 that enabled the RBOCs to
offer interstate long distance service within their service areas,
and created opportunities for Competitive Local Exchange
Carriers (CLECs), and after years of wrangling the market
has seen the increased competition that was a major goal of
the legislation. The results have been mixed, with reduced
long-distance revenue for carriers and for aggregators such as
universities, but with reduced costs and increased choices for
consumers,
These changes have also brought financial pain and
turmoil for the industry, have seen the demise ol some
companies, and have degraded customer service levels for
many. At the same time, they have helped stimulate the
development of advanced services and have prompted telecom
companies to develop creative and innovative products and
services to capture or retain the market. It's hard to say how
many of these new developments would have happened
anlnvay without the Telecom Act of 1996, but in many ways it
did spur competition and innovation.
Some might say that some of the reforms of 1996 have
already been disassembled in some sense by regulatory
decisions at the FCC, such as the recent decision to eliminate
the unbundling requirement for basic telecom services. If the
rules are sustained, LECs will no longer be required to provide
access to their facilities to competitive carriers at a wholesale
rate. This will create new challenges for competitive carriers
that are not facilities-based in providing local service, includ-
ing the major long-distance carriers that are relatively new
players in the local market. It may also drive more locai traffic
onto IP networks, cable, and even power lines, as competitive
local carriers seek ways of sustaining and growing their
businesses.
ACUTA intends to be an active participant as the FCC and
Congress deal with many of the key issues I have mentioned in
this article during the coming few years. We will articulate
proactive positions that are in the public interest and that
address the communications technology needs of the higher-
education community. Along the way, we will be seeking the
input of our members on the positions we should be taking on
matters such as E91 1, Universal Service, IP-enabled services,
and others. I hope that you will share your views at our
ACUTA events, and through surveys we periodically conduct
via e-mail and the Web. This two-way dialog is vital to
ensuring that we accurately reflect the views of our member-
ship on these important issues.
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ministrators have trained a
on a convergence ofphone
and IP network infrastruc-
that can be accomPlished
xpensive investments in
or operating system software.
there yet?
tal-clear view of that conver-
re is on display at Dartmouth
Hanover, New Hampshire,
among the country's most
in terms of organizational
th is working on a wireless
VoIP rollout on its campus,
component of that rollout is
from TeleSym Inc. The
calling on wireless networks brings
phone capability to several mobile
platforms, including Windows and
Macintosh laptops and Windows
Mobile devices.
Dartmouth isn't alone. "After several
false starts," writes loseph C. Panettieri
in a Campus Technologyarticle titled
"Telecommunications: Can Cisco
Answer the Call?" (10/1/04), "hundreds
of colleges and universities are dialing
up VoIP in an effort to slash long-term
telecom costs, ease management
headaches, and consolidate digital
traffic onto a single network infrastruc-
ture."
"VolP has become the HolY Grail of
campus telecom," says Matt Villano in
"The Plan's the Thing," on
Un iver sityB u srness. com. "For those
Iinstitutions] that haven't advanced
much beyond the PBX, VoIP is the next
step, an investment that will move them
into the 21st century."
For the institutions that have
dabbled with packet routing already, the
challenge is to continue to go beyond it
and use the Internet Protocol to further
improve communications. "Some
schools have answered this call by
incorporating wireless and cellular
services," says Villano. "Others, seeing
advanced campus telecommunications
as a competitive edge in the higher-ed
marketplace, have sought to caPture
more of the Internet itself, and have
bought up thousands of miles of fiber-
optic cables on the cheap."
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In 2003, Dartmouth College began
converting its phone services to VoIP.
The new system converges the
College's telephone and comPuter-
and, eventually, video-networks into
one. For users, this translates to more
services, expanded mobilitY, and
increased flexibility.
According to Bob Johnson,
director of network services, the new
phones began appearing on facultY
and staff desks last August. Implemen-
tation of the new system for residen-
tial life will be ongoing for the next
several months.
In appearance, oPeration, and
basic features, the change has been
transparent to users. The campus 646
exchange did not change. The new
phones, of course, plug into Ethernet
jacks instead ofphone jacks or
electrical power, and the system
provides better protection against
power outages, so users experience
enhanced performance.
Trouble in Paradise
It hasn't been easy for VolP in general.
Many earlv efforts lr,ere plagued by
hardware glitches, software bugs, and
rviring snafus. Through tl're late 1990s,
many corporate customers and
rrniversities brrlked at first-gcneration
VoIP systen-rs, because they lacked
Quality-of-Service (QoS) features
found in traclitional phone systems.
Many VolP pilot tests were further
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VoIP ill also be less exPensive for
to operate and uPgrade.
purchased its current
. Call quality is often difficult to
maintair-r on wireless netrvorks.
. Security has been a challenge but is
of critical concern to universities and
enterprises.
. Providing the service on both the
client and the server side of the
infrastructure is not economical.
. Current architectures do not scale
technically or economically for service
providers.
. Solutions that interoperate with
existing infrastructures and switches are
hard to find.
For example, saYs Carnegie Mellon's
Charles R. Bartel in "Beyond Network-
ing" (rvww.campus-technology.com),
"Most data, particularly rvith IP
protocols, are ntore accepting of latency
than audio or video. If the Packet
doesn't get through, there is the
provision for doing somc relransmis-
sion. Voice contmunications-like
video-is not as forgiving in terms of
latency. So, what you are going to have
to see lor telephony to really take off in
the realm of wireless is more robust
QoS types ol irnplementations' And
those are things that are being worked
on by the IEEE now and will be
eventually incorPorated into the
existing wireless standards. So I think
that you are going to see VoIP, Internet
telephony, or rvhatever you are going to
call it occurring in wireless technology'
But you are probably going to be seeing
that a little later than on the rvired side'"
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to maintain and offers
imited features. It will be
r a few years as a backuP.
w system, by contrast, boasts
benefits for users, including
directory; voicemail
nts, such as a message-
icator; and the caPabilitY to
ys, "a11 7,000 extensions will
ted. We're pushing conver-
want transParencY of
servlces n the wired and wireless
ne
delayed
econon-I
11 ter
difficult
deplo
lvithout
cost $ I or more per user rvhen
the dot-com implosion, the
recession, and the SePtember
attacks. Skeptics said it was
o embrace VolP-which can
dor'vn to the desktoP-
proven track record for the
technol v.
The rgence of wireless VoIP
sufle its orvn set of problems,
includi
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the following:
the implications for colleges and
universities?
Proponents say VoIp means call
clarity, mobility, efficiency, a new
collaborative tool, and tremendous cost
savings. Mobile VoIp systems enable
telecom administrators at schools like
Dartmouth to bring new services to
their students and faculty-and that,s
good news for both groups. With a
mobile VoIP solution such as the
SymPhone, faculty and students
collaborate easily anywhere they have a
broadband IP connection using the pCs
and devices they already use. The
university controls phone service costs
and offers faculty and students a single
office/dorm number that provides
communication from any point on
campus. Physical plant workers have the
communications services they need
from anl.where on campus and
maintenance crews benefit from
intercom communications capability.
And finally, the system ensures VoIp
security and authentication on the
campus infrastructure.
Concludes UniversityBusiness.com,s
Villano, "Down the road, as fiber-optic
fire sales continue and VoIp technology
becomes more widespread, perhaps
strategies at every institution will
include steps to move away from the
traditional PBX. In the meantime, as the
world oftelecom is changing so quickly,
it's clear that even the most sophisti-
cated colleges and universities need to
develop a plan to incorporate new
telecom technologies with old ones, and
modernize systems overall. Whether an
institution decides to tackle the
telecommunications issue aggressively
or with patience, solo or with friends,
strategic planning is paramount, and
the approach must be flexible enough to
roll with change."
Students and professors have always
been on the move, and always will be.
The big difference is that now their
communications options will be as
mobile as they are.
Mike Houston is director of marketing at
TeleSym. Reach Mike at mikeh@telesym.com.
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For or
array of si
levels for I
support 4
products: one that can
200 devices and a second that
Remote lP TelePhonY SYstems
Colleges universities are constantlY
expanding t ir reach to serve their com-
munities a students. TelePhone com-
must expand as well, and
is the most logical technol-
n. VolP. also referred
out-of-the-
to support
hony (IPT), has PrimarilY
been de in large, centralized organi-
zations, ai ng to reaP oPerational and
capital cost
IPT in com
vings. The major growth of
through
years, however, wili be
ion and deployment in
distributed u'ltisite environments in
which my of scale produces greater
returns on nt. Technology intro-
duced rec y by equipment vendors such
as Cisco is facilitating cost-effective,
IPT for these distributed
Many schools have Cisco-organizati
based and LAN switch infrastruc-
tures; a rea able evolution for these
schools is leverage these router Products
oIP/IPT.
What ls a Campus?
Distribu organizations have manY
small sites uding 5 to 25 devices (that
is, PCs a telephones), a few midsize sites
of 100 or devices, and, most likelY, a
single ia main site of hundreds to more
nds of devices.than thou
nizations that suPPort this
, there should be two sizing
can su 200 to 1,000 devices. The
I site could be implemented bYIarge cent
uslng a rate server-based IP PBX,
while the ler sites could be imple-
mented
same router that is already supporting
data transmission at the remote sites'
The distributed architecture provides
voice features and functions that can be
supported at each of a school's distrib-
uted sites and/or can be located at the
main site. The telephone user interface
can be common to all locations. The
network of sites can be designed in such a
way that the loss of any site, regardless of
size, will not bring down the entire
network because all sites can support all
voice applications. The architecture
provides distributed intelligence to the
users where it is needed, whether it is
Iocal or remote. If one or more of the
small or midsize router-based IPT
systems fail, the larger central site can
provide service as long as the network is
stili functioning.
The ability of a distributed approach
to support features and functions locally
without having to signal through the
entire network is another of its capabili-
ties. This functionality speeds the execu-
tion ofthe call request and reduces band-
width requirements, providing superior
disaster and recovery response because
any site can work in concert with other
surviving sites even if one is lost.
Extending Capital Expenditures and
Resources
Extending the IP network to support
voice traffic extends capitai investment
and reduces capital expenditures in the
future. Leveraging existing IP-based LAN
and WAN networks has Produced an
infrastructure that already supports a
wide range of data applications. This
functionality eliminates the need for a
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h an IP PBX integrated into the
Relationship to Cisco CallManager
The Cisco CallManager Express and
Cisco Unity Express solutions are
designed to work with Cisco
CallManager products and their services.
In a Cisco Cal[Manager environment,
Cisco Unity Express provides local
storage and processing of voicemail and
automated attendant services for the
branch campus, thereby reducing WAN
bandwidth and quality of service (eoS)
concerns. IP phone operation is similar
to the phone operation with Cisco
CallManager. Very little user training
will be necessary should schools migrate
to Cisco CallManager as they outgrow
the Cisco CallManager Express solution.
The Cisco CallManager Express
platform can be exchanged for the
CallManager server-based platform as
the school grows without requiring
major management and personnel
retraining.
Deploying VolP across Distributed
Campuses
IPT in distributed campuses will be
deployed over time, so the management
solution needs to scale from a few to
many locations. Subsequently, the
solution needs to represent, digest,
analyze, and display the data in various
ways to address the differing skill levels
of those at remote sites. The manage-
ment solution must be able to set
different service levels and thresholds for
each particular location.
The management system for distri-
buted IPT should:
. Report performance of the network
. Display network impairments
. Measure traffic utilization
. Alert to device failures
. Provide notification of calls that
exceed performance thresholds on call
quality
. Work through the existing Ip data
network
' Be useful in identifl,ing possible
security problems
. Report status and configurations of
registered devices
Management Goals lor Distributed Volp/lpT
Organizations must be able to manage
their environments both localiy and
globally. After identifying a particular
problem in a remote campus. organiza-
tions must then go one layer higher to
determine whether other locations in
the region have the same problem.
Knowledge of the problem can be
aggregated to form a global view.
Schools must be able to discriminate
and give different yigrv5-2 local, simple,
or in-depth NOC view-based on the
skill level and management policies for
each site. The management product
requires out-of-the-box features, auto
discovery, and central configuration.
These functions will enable remote
separate telecommunications infrastruc-
ture. To leverage staff and increase
productivity, schools can keep the
configuration and operation of the
network and its devices as simple as
possible to promote rapid deployment,
ease of operation, and effective problem
resolution.
Why VolP/IPT Management ls lmportant
Although there are many benefits to IpT
products and their associated technol-
ogy, there is still an inherent need for
these tools to be managed because they
represent a per-office telephony system.
The management solution must address
fundamental requirements partly be-
cause of the limited knowledge and
training of people available locally and
as a result of the need for highly skilled
centralized network operations center
(NOC) personnel. One solution is
PROGNOSIS IP Telephony Express,
specifically designed for the Cisco
CallManager Express and Cisco Unity
Express products. (See "Relationship to
Cisco CallManager" on this page.)
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office personnel with limited expertise in deploying an
maintaining iPT systems.
Managing Distributed IPT
As VoIP and IPT devices have become more intelligen
ability to include management functions in the devi
increased while the cost of providing these man
functions has decreased.
An IPT management system must do the followi
Help manage resources efficiently and inexpensi
Alert managers to problems quickly
. Provide information in a useful and easy-to-read fo
. Reduce the time required to diagnose and resolve p
. Help reduce problems in the future
. Measure the performance of the IPT devices
. Determine the configuration and update status of a
devices
. Provide information about the users'operation of
and functior-rs
Figurc 1: Examplc of holv schools can vierv the status and perf
of all phones at a particular branch site (PROCNOSIS screer s
c o Lt r te sy I n t e g ruted Resczrch)
Dwices trhoRes tlilaihoHes
What to Manage
Managing an IPT environment is not iimited to monitoring
the calls and the traffic that the ca1ls produce. There are three
general layers of management:
. Service assuratce. Service assurance is composed ofall
functions that deal with infrastructure problems in real time
and quasi-real time. These functions usually provide moni-
toring of availability, performance, and accuracy; alerts; root-
cause identification of problems and suggestiolls for correc-
tive actions; and, finallY, securitY.
. Service verification.The verification layer is the keystone in
the liaison between business and IT operations. This layer is
where service levels are agreed upon and specific performance
targets are assigned to the infrastructure management grouPS'
. Service forecast The forecast layer is concerned with the
changes to fundamental IT services. 'Ihe changes may be
needed immediately as a reaction to unforeseen problems in
architecture and infrastructure capacity (performance
management). This layer also includes planning for changes
(capacity planning).
Remote and Central Site Management
Because different remote offices have different peopie using
the IPT phone system, the offices will need to be able to set
different service levels and thresholds for their particular
locations. As mentioned earlier, organizations cannot expect
or afford IT-trained individuals to reside at each ofthe
remote locations.
Managing from a central location can provide insights
into problems that span multiple sites. Problems may be
occurring in a network region that is beyond the view oflocal
personnel. The central site can determine where network
resources (for example, bandwidth) need to be increased or
QoS capabilities need to be installed in the network' In a
sense, locai management can be outsourced to the central site
when the local site cannot deal with the problems.
IT management has a series of "pain points" that will drive
the decision to procure a well-designed IPT management
system. The following lists highlight goals and questions that
will be part of the management decision for distributed
telephony.
Questions:
. How does the organization ensure call quality?
. When is QoS dropping and why?
. Are any devices unavailable and rvhy?
. Are there IP phones and gateways that cannot register?
the
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. What are the hardware and software inventories at the
remote sites?
Goals:
. Effectively manage thousands of devices
' Receive alerts when thresholds are breached
. Provide access to call usage information
. Proactively monitor voicemail usage
. Control moves, adds, and changes for asset management
and security
The answers to these questions and the defined goals can
then be applied to the management element s ptzzle,which is
made up ol the lollowing pieces:
. Call quality. Although call quality is subjective, there are
methods for calculating it by using packet loss, delay, and
jitter measurements on a per-cali basis and reported in real
time. Calls for which the measurements fall short of the
preset thresholds can be flagged. The central site as well as
local sites can obtain this information immediately.
. Bandwidth utilization. The bandwidth available to and
from the remote sites will affect call quality. Insight into
bandwidth use provides the ability to operate in the most
effective way while providing visibility into capacity issues.
' Change management.In distributed environments, when
employees move from office to office or change their campus
locations, they take their handset with them. This situation
creates an asset management headache. The IPT management
solution should monitor the devices and endpoints that are
registered, connected, and disconnected so that organizations
can keep a registry of IP phone assets-assigning people to
the phones.
. Alerts. Alerts can reduce the time to diagnose and repair
problems. Alerts can also notifu the school of performance
problems that are not caused by a failure.
' Gateway utilization. Schoois can monitor gateway utiliza-
tion to reduce costs. There may be overcapacity for the PSTN
access from the gateway. Reducing the number of PSTN ports
or channels will reduce the ongoing carrier costs. Insight into
calling patterns between offices will also allow an organiza-
tion to optimize the trunking among the sites.
. Security management. Monitoring the router configuration
changes, such as who has Iogged on to routers over time and
who has tried to 1og on and failed, is extremely important.
This information can be used to observe patterns that may be
attempts at breaching router security.
. Device availability. Schools want to be able to identi$,
whether a problem relates to the device or network conges-
tion. Monitoring key systems parameters of the router-CpU
utilization, process memory, network interface performance,
and systems uptime-will provide insight into its health,
status, and performance.
, Asset Management. Organizations phase in new technology
and resources slorvly. The software and hardware will become
inconsistent with other locations and different routers will
perform differently. Schools must be able to keep an asset
register of different versions of products used in sites. They
must be able to set up service levels and performance
thresholds that are unique to the versions being used.
The Simple View
Distributed remote campuses need a simple, out-of-the-box
solution to manage their IPT systems. The health of a site's
local IPT system can be provided with green light, amber
light, or red light status updates that are easy to interpret. The
IT department cannot afford to deploy trained IpT staff to
A Division or amE[CO
Figure 2: Example of how a school can centrally manage th
availability of its entire distributed environment (PROG
c o urte sy Inte gr ate d Re search)
C[rlE EHplorer
the remote sites. The information provided to the
staff at the remote site must:
. Be simple to understand
. Provide an intuitive and simple information displa
. Require little training to use
. Allow nontechnical personnel to understand the
of the information and take appropriate action
Some elements that should be managed in the s
include:
. Availability of the device at a local level
. Number of phones registered
. Number of phones failed
. Asset register (local)
. Basic utilization reports (local)
. Alerts to phone problems
. Alerts to network congestion
. Ability to escalate local alerts to the NOC (or MSP
technical personnel)
The interface for the simple view should be "
so that people cannot change access rights and thre
unless allowed by the central site management
central site must have the ability to override the local
personnel's operations. The local system should also
matically escalate/forward problems to the central sr
on thresholds or problem aging. (See Figure 1 on pa
The ln-Depth View
The management system must be able to collect hi
information for each distributed office, then take t
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Pause Help
Cisco Unity Express, Cisco's voicemail messaging system. This
router-based solution resides locally on the network. As with
any application, the Cisco Unity Express solution can suffer
from the same performance fluctuations as the servers and
systems on which it resides. Hence, obtaining a view of the
router's performance is essential to understanding the
performance of the voicemail resident on the router. This
information should be supplied in a simpie view or an in-
depth technical view for NOC.
Summary
Managing resources) especially remote resources, presents
many staffing, equipment, and software problems. Effectively
managing IPT systems produces satisfied users and efficient
operation. Thus, a school must invest in managing its IPT
system investments.
Management systems can filter information, thereby
reducing the administrator's management burden. There is
no truly self-managing technology. Effectively managing
resources) such as bandwidth, can reduce carrier costs while
ensuring user satisfaction. Management system information
can catch security problems early, help anticipate perfor-
mance issues, and diagnose and resolve failures quickly.
Gary Audin is president of Delphi, lnc., a consulting and training firm
based in Arlington, Virginia. He has spoken at numerous ACUTA events,
contributed often to ACUTA publications, and delivered more than 2,000
technology seminars. Reach Gary at delphi-inc@att.net or by phone at
703/908-0965.
information and aggregate up a level for a
regional view, then again for a global view The
in-depth view should provide the ability to map
the environment into a hierarchical view
comprising diverse geographical regions.
This view should deliver metrics for active
call quality and historic call quality, both locally
and globally, and provide reports about
inbound and outbound calls, calls to the PSTN'
and office-to-office (intranet) calls. It should
also include dial peer metrics, such as successful
calls, refused calls, failed calls, and disconnected
calls. (See Figure 2.)
Managing beyond the Obvious
In addition to managing voice, the organization
needs to manage associated applications such as
by Carole
University
Sedlock
of Toledo
The picturesclue campus of the University
of Toledo is home to some 21,000 students
and employs about 1,300 faculty and stafi
At this point in our 133-year history, we
offer more than 250 programs of study in
eight colleges.
Educational and Information Technology's
mission is to help create and achieve a
technology vision lor the Universily
through effective collaboration, planning,
organization, execution, and innovation;
while simultaneously maintaining the
effective ongoing operations of our
enterprise-class learning, research, and
administrative systems.
Cellular Service at the University of Toledo
On fuly 3,2002, the University of Toledo
(UT) launched a resale program for
cellular service to our students. We
began selling to our employees in
October 2003. Since we began this
program, my life has changed dramati-
cally. I went from mild-
mannered telecommu-
nications coordinator
promoting any type of
long-distance resale
with a variety of other
telephony-type duties to
super-motivated cellular
sales agent responsible
for marketing, bil1ing,
and customer service.
UT, along with almost every other
university, sold long-distance service in
our residence halls, and we sti11 provide
this service. Even though usage has
declined, ongoing sales still generate
revenue. Because we depended on this
revenue, along with modest monthly
service charges, to service debt from our
campus fiber network project, we
needed to pursue additional revenue
opportunities. Cell phones were so
prevalent on campus that it just seemed
to be the logical choice for expanding
and growing our business to replace
dwindling landline long-distance
revenues. We have been using Pinnacle
since 1994, and it is well suited to
manage this type of in-house billing.
Behind the Scenes
We had no idea how popular our plans
and phones would be to our students
and employees. We also had absolutely
no idea how much more customer
service would be involved with cellular
sales versus landline long distance. From
August through October 2002,we
literally did nothing but sign up new
cellular customers. At that time we had a
permanent part-time clerk, and the two
of us signed up, set up billing, and
provided customer service for more
than 500 customers. Our numbers have
grown to more than 700 students and
700 employees. Many customers have
come and gone. However, including our
administrative customers, we service
more than 1,500 lines each month. This
type of resale is very demanding on a
daily basis, but for those who under-
stand the phrase "no pain, no gain,"
there are great gains to be made.
Carriers in our area include ALLIEL,
Cingular, Cricket, Nextel, Sprint, and
Verizon. We purchase services from
ALLTEL. In addition to wireless service,
ALLTEL provides local telephone, long-
distance, Internet access, and high-speed
data services to residential and business
customers in 26 states. We modily their
program offerings and negotiated
discounts to provide rate-plan options
for our students, employees, and
administrators. ALLTEL is our only
vendor for a number of reasons,
including the following:
. Multiple carriers would add
significant time spent with customers
explaining different products, plans, and
equipment from multiple vendors.
. Our staff would have to be familiar
with various types of equipment,
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. Our inventory would be difficult to
manage with multiple phones and
accessories from various vendors.
. The many different brochures, maps,
and other graphics along with applica-
tions and contracts would be very
confusing to staff as well as customers.
. It's difficult to build satisfactory
business relationships with multiple
vendors in such areas as mobile-to-
mobile minutes, text messaging, picture
sharing, and alerts.
Over the last two years ALLIEL has
received revenues from the University in
excess of $330,000 each year.
ALLTEL provides us with excellent
discounts on programs and on optional
features such as text messaging, picture
sharing, and accessories. We use these
discounts to formulate programs that
provide value and flexibility for our
customers. The average profit margin is
$10 per month per account. Additional
revenues are generated from billable
features such as text messaging, picture
sharing, downloaded ring tones and
games, directory-assistance calls, and
roaming fees when applicable.
As part of our negotiated terms with
ALIjIEL, we receive one of its phone
choices for free and then receive special
discounted pricing on three other mod-
els that we offer to our customers.
Changing our offerings as new phones
become available keeps us current with
the latest available phones.
Our pricing from ALLIEL allows us
to offer a quality selection of phones
with the current popular technologies
for our customers at prices well below
retail rates. We estimate our customers
save 5 to 10 percent per plan over other
carriers. There are further savings be-
cause we do not pass along any charges
for Uni
or state a
not ch
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such as our overminutes
well below those of other
other carriers have special
inutes, but when you
print, the offer only applies
users, those with plans
month. Overminutes on
priced plans average 40 cents
We offer more anytime
front, reducing the potential
utes, and flexibility tomove
to save monev on over
built-in values apply to all of
just those above a certain
it.
Features
ket Freedom cellular
have homegrown collateral
scribing our plans and terms
is is important because the
signing a contract for
provide them with as much
I as possible and require
or initial almost everything.
ps and plenty ofgeneral
plaster the walls of our
area. We place information
outside the office as well
directly across from the
bursar offices. Waiting
n read the materials and, of
to the ongoing customer
choose from six different
ing one local and the rest
the plans include unlimited
ekends, un [imited mobile-
inutes, caller ID, voicemail,
call forwarding, and three-
All overminutes are onlv
$.15 each. All contracts are only nine
months, after which customers conlinue
on a month-to-month basis. Some use
the service year-round. If a customer
Ieaves before nine months, we apply
prorated termination fees.
Students signing up for Rocket
Freedom services understand the
following:
. They must be registered for classes.
. They must provide proper campus ID
along with driver's license or valid state
ID.
. They must be over the age of 18.
. They must have a zero balance with
the bursar.
. They must pay the promotional costs
of equipment on the day of sale.
. For no charge, actual call detail can be
provided upon request as our monthly
invoices show only the actual number of
minutes used.
. Multiple accounts may be purchased,
but combined plan prices may not
exceed $200 monthly.
. Balances must be paid each month.
. Any unpaid balance more than 30
days past due to UT is cause for service
suspension, and a late fee is applied by
the bursar.
Sign-Up Procedures
Once proper identification is presented
we verif, registration and balance
information in the student accounting
system. The student chooses a plan and
equipment and then is given a Rocket
Freedom service contract to complete
with terms and conditions approved by
our general counsel. The student is given
our Rocket Freedom prorate calendar.
Based on the date of sign up, this
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calendar shows exactly what the amount how to check the minute usage to help questions. Our vendor will not service
of the first bill will be including keep bills under control and how to an individual account because our
processing fees. We charge a small change plans to avoid unnecessary over- vendor considers the University its
processing fee lor signing up or minute charges. We make copies of all customer, not the individual student.
renewing a contract or to change a plan. the forms for the student to keep, and Finally, before sending our new
While the students complete our we provide another packet of informa- customer on his way we ask which free
forms we pull their phon. ,electior, t-io'.that inciudes program details' maps gift he would like to choose: an umbrella
from our stock. The phone is already for-the chosen plan, explanations of *irh oo, school colors or a universal
numbered and activated. we actually included features and extra features' headset that will work with the cell
make a copy of the box showing the equipment explanations' and instruc- phone.
serial number and the student foerrtlfi- tions on how to set up voicemail' This interaction takes anpvhere from
cation. These copies have come in very We pull the new phone out of the i0 to 45 minutes depending on the
handy in a number of situations for a box and turn it on to make sure lt ls ln student. The process is similar for
variety of reasons. working order. We check to be sure the employees, except they sign a form that
we explain the program that the wall charger and phone clip are in the allows us to deduct charges once each
student has selected; we explain the box' We remind the student that he is a month from their paycheck.
contracttermsandcancellationfees.WecustomeroftheUniversityandto>
,..:...-.. .-.-r-:- contactonlvusforserviceorbillingexplarn lne payment pollcresi we exprarn
l;"i-.
Other daily customer service activi-
ties include troubleshooting malfunc-
tioning phones. We are not technicians,
but we have the authority to replace
phones or issue loaner phones while
sending the original phone back to the
technicians at ALLIEL for inspection.
Phones are not repaired by ALIiIEL
unless the problem is clearly a
manufacturer's warranty issue. All in-
stances of customer damage are re-
turned to our office, usually within one
week. The customer is contacted and we
explain the options. He may purchase a
new phone, or, if insurance was selected,
then that replacement process is put in
place. If the customer does not have
insurance but has completed the nine-
month contract, then he could choose to
sign another nine-month contract to
take advantage of the promotional
pricing on our current phone selection
to replace the damaged phone.
Some of our customers stop in just
to see if we've changed phones, and then
they renew contracts to have the latest
technology. Other customers stop in to
add accounts or delete accounts
depending on their needs. Customers
come in to report lost or stolen phones,
which are immediately suspended, and
the replacement process is discussed. We
change mailing addresses, reprint
invoices, and add services like text
messaging and picture sharing. We
explain billing and minute usage,
provide detailed minute usage, change
plans, explain phone functionality, and
sell accessories such as car chargers, wall
chargers, leather cases, and plastic clips.
We communicate all these adds,
changes,
via e-mail.
same-day
occasions
respond to
All c
some sort
the cus
contain th
along with
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phone box
copy paPer
filed each
Any c
generate a
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in numeric
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informatio
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Customer
interaction
to identifu
or her cur
lmpact on
When we
two full-ti
and one p
to demand
increased t
position to
coordin
other duti
smooth o
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purchases to our vendor issuing requisitions for various vendors
for long-distance and local landline
services, work-order origination.
directory updates, administrative billing
for monthly phone service, billing for
local calls and long distance, financial
analysis, and financial reporting. These
duties are balanced between the three of
us according to skill sets and daily
schedules.
ln the Future
Many of our customers want to
continue using our cellular service after
leaving the University. Our Rocket
Freedom programs provide a good
value, availability of new equipment
choices, new plan types that are flexible,
and no additional fees or taxes. We are
going to launch the program to our
alumni and retiree associations in March
2005. We anticipate the demand will be
heary at first, and we will bring on one
more permanent part-time telephone
coordinator to assist in the daily duties
these new customers will generate. We
will create Web forms for ordering
service, we will ship equipment to these
new customers, and we will automati-
cally deduct monthly charges from their
checking accounts. I am excited to be
able to provide service to these new
customers and know that we are helping
our University generate revenue to offset
declining state funding.
Carole Sedlock is telecommunications
coordinator at the University ol Toledo. Reach
her at carole.sedlock@ utoledo.edu.
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Working with Wireless
Things happen at the edges. In the woods,
birds and wildlife gather at the boundary
between forest and field. In rowdy crowds,
problems flare up where the edge of one
mob comes in contact with another. And
in netlvorking, a common place for
security glitches is where wireless and
wired nelworks converge.
Even on networks where lockdown
security is not the first consideration, it
helps to know where your wireless traffic
originates. The University of Georgia
(UGA) and Louisiana State University
(LSU) are among those working with
wireless. Both are working at the edge of
campus and beyond into downtown.
At UGA, the Mobile Media Consor-
tium (MMC) is one such project. The New
Media Institute (NMI) is an interdiscipli-
nary teaching and research resource
dedicated to the exploration ofthe critical,
commercial, and creative dimensions of
innovative digital media technology. It is a
focal point for people (students, faculty,
staff, business owners, everybody) who
want to test the potential of technologies
like the Internet. And the New Media
Institute houses the MMC pproject
(www.nmi.uga.edu).
As a department under the Grady
College of |ournalism and Mass Commu-
nication, NMI is interested in what people
will want to do with emerging communi-
cations technologies. Located in down-
town Athens in the Bank of America
building, MMC is dedicated to building
tomorrow's mobile media with today's
technology.
Part of the project is the Wireless
Athens Group Zone-WAGZone. It has
numerous Wi-Fi access points throughout
downtown Athens. General users get
access to WAGZone information. If they
are part of the UGA student body or
faculty, they also get Internet access.
Whether as ambitious as UG.{s
project, or a simple Wi-Fi hotspot at the
student union, there are plenty of
considerations beyond the impressive gee-
whiz aspects. Among them are challenges
in the security and management area.
Security lssues
Increased WLAN use exacerbates these
serious security challenges. Intel an-
nounced Centrino, which embeds WLAN
chipsets in laptop motherboards.
Centrino couples with Microsoft's XP
operating system to detect 802.1 1
networks automatically, dramatically
changing the way users log on to their
school networks-or, more important,
someone else's wireless network.
In a traditional wired network, every
laptop accesses the network through a
designated port. With a WLAN, it's
impossible to determine where the user or
network equipment actually resides.
Michael Maggio, president and CEO of
Newbury Networks (rvww.newburynet
works.com), mentions some likely, yet
unpredictable, security breaches that can
occur in a campus setting:
Scenario #l-Rogue Access Pornf. User
plugs an off-the-shelf access point into a
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lookups, ire a 128-bit solution.
Good offeri are available in IBM's
addressing. ill notes that newer
systems t
protocol,
run on dynamic
most carriers can work
with either
they face.
s long as they know what
Carriers
the-air encr
regulations
pically have 64-bit over-
ption. However, some state
such as ca
(PLC) and broadband Wi-Fi network for
the residential and business communities
adjacent to LSU.
The deployment delivers high-speed
Internet access over 2 square miles of
open areas and buildings around LSU,
including 2,200 apartment units that are
currently underserved by broadband
providers.
Super Net connected the BelAir Wide
Area Wireless system to its PLC Internet
service, which deiivers broadband over
electrical power lines throughout the areas
surrounding LSU. The entire system is
managed by V Link's PASSYM back-end
netr,vork provisioning and monitoring
platform. PASSYM provides important
user billing and authentication services,
over both the Wi-Fi and the PLC seg-
ments of the network.
As a customer logs in to the system,
V Link's PASSYM platform ensures that
the users are authenticated against their
profile in a datalrase to maintain proper
usage as well as monitor the iength of
time the system is used. V Link also
provides 2417 phone-in technical support
to end users and network administrators.
"Broadband wireless access is an
increasingly important collaboration tool
for both business and academic commu-
nities," says Phil Belanger, vice president
of marketing for BelAir Networks. "We
are pleased to partner with two innovative
companies to provide a creative commu-
nications solution lor the community
around LSU."
The four BelAir2OO nodes installed
around the LSU region enable high-speed
access to the entire network at conve-
niently located hot zones throughout the
surrounding area. Built specifically for
outdoor deployment, the IleLA.ir20O can
be mounted directly on buildings and on
light poles in parking lots and city streets.
Each BelAir20O includes up to three
specific applications,
security or NCIC
ents, and businesses near
wirelessly with BelAir
www.belairnetworks. com )
i-Fi solution. Super Net, a
wired Internet communi-
ices compann and V Link
leading Wi-Fi services
ectivity manager, or from
e NetMotion Wireless
(www.ne tionwireless.com) and
Padcom ( .padcom.com).
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so the carri can configure the network
properly," H l1 concludes. "That will
make the i mentation smoother."
LSU
Students, r
LSU are I
provider, grated BelAir Networks'
Wide Area
combined
i-Fi solution to create a
Cellular Secu
Cellular systems are getting more
attention from ACUTA members as
they promise to replace some of the
lost long-distance revenues and as
users demand core network access
through their cellular phones.
Telecom directors deal with two
groups: faculty, over whom they have a
1ot of control; and students, who tend
to use a variety of devices from several
third-party providers who have a slew
of standards.
According to Student Monitor
(studentmonitor.ecnext.com), a
market research firm, the number of
students who own a cell phone grew
from26 percent in 1999 to 78 percent
in 2003. Statistics from 2004 will
surely reflect additional growth.
"Engage your carrier first to be
sure their backbone can support third
parties," advises Chris Hill, Cingular's
vice president of government
solutions. He oversees the new group
within Cingular devoted to the college
market. "Look at how they support
lrame relay, which VPNs they supporr
with delay or overhead," he continues.
The next step is to decide on static
or dynamic, public or private IP
Scenario #2-Ad Hoc Mode. User turns
the wireless access from her network
card on her laptop into ad hoc mode-
purposely or mistakenly.
S cenario #3-Conn ection H ij acking.
Hijacker plugs an access point into his
laptop; access point has DHCP and
:lart", 
but no WEP capabilities turned
Scena rio #4-N e ighb orho o d Nuisance.
Someone with a cordless phone chatters
over your wireless bandwidth.
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backhaul radio modules that create 5
GHz point-to-point links to form the
wireless backhaul mesh that intercon-
nects all ofthe BeLAir2OO nodes. The
BeLAir2OO access radio module
supports Wi-Fi client access in the 2.4
GHz band and includes integrated
antennas that project Wi-Fi signals over
a large area outdoors or into multistory
buildings from the outside. The
resulting system delivers unmatched
capacity, security, and scalability for
multiapplication Wi-Fi networks.
"The good news about the college
campus is you don't have to convince
them about Wi-Fi. Il the universiry
does not put in Wi-Fi access points, the
students will," Belanger says.
More to the point, Belanger says
most college IT departments want to
install and manage Wi-Fi without it
becoming a hassle. The biggest hassle,
of course, is rogue access points. Not all
are ill-intentioned.
As recently as four or five years ago,
it was common for a campus depart-
ment (or even a business division) to
put in its own Wi-Fi. More recently,
control has been assumed by the
central IT department, making it a
campuswide resource.
"The first step in Wi-Fi is to
understand what is out there and to
discern whether they are authorized,"
rIt is important to note that unlicensed devices
are subject to the same consumer protections
for the installation and use ofconsumer
antennas under the FCC's Over the Air
Reception Devices rules as, for example,
satellite TV dishes. While colleges and
universities may legally prohibit students
residing in campus dormitories from placing
unauthorized antennas for licensed (such as
broadcast or satellite TV) or unlicensed
services (such as WiFi) in their dorms, this
does not apply to apafiments or other leased
residential property. The FCC rules give
residents the right to place antennas within
their leased property such as student
apartments or faculty homes.
Belanger says. BeLAir has modified its
equipment several times to meet the
needs of the university market.
They found out in an RFP from
Stanford University that rogue access
point identification was a major
requirement of the market. In Septem-
ber, they added that feature to their
system.
Finding rogue access includes
scanning the radio environment to
determine which channels are most
used so the network can use the less
crowded ones. "Once the network is
up, you will find rogue access points.
You scan to see which ofyour nodes
'hears'the point the loudest and track
it down," Belanger continues.
Some products will actually find
where on the wired network rogue
access points are and will automatically
disconnect them.
A common scenario is a student
who has wired Ethernet in a dorm
room. He puts in a store-bought access
node and provides wireless links for
everyone on the floor.
Belanger says schools should be
most concerned about the security
issues raised. "If these points are not
controlled by Il they leave the door
wide open," he says. "They are a huge
security hole. You have to find them
One-Gal! Gommunication System
- Easy to use. No special training class required.
- Deployment with a single call and flexible message delivery options.
- Members maintain their contact data optimizing accuracy.
- Simutaneously places live calls and sends emails for faster notification.
- Real-time web access for status of member notification and response.
tMrMutare Software call 847.496.9000 for more detailsand to schedule a live demonstration.
In addition, such rogue access points
degrade network performance.
A few years ago, Wi-Fi got a black
eye due to its low level ol security.
Hackers even posted tools on the
Internet that allowed others to break
Wi-Fi security. Wi-Fi developed WPA-1,
which put in some software fixes that
closed the door and, rvhen coupled with
best practices and 802.1x verification,
took care of the problem.
In late 2004, the low-level encryption
was improved. Now WPA-2 uses 802.11i
with authentication. Products using
802.1 1i are just starting to hit the
market. The good news is that it seems
to work. The bad news is that, especially
at the access points on older neti.vorks, it
may require forklift-like hardware
upgrades both on the network and the
client side.
"This is sornething unir ersities want
to do," Belanger emphasizes. With a
product like theirs, a college can cover
large areas like quads and arenas with
Wi-Fi and even project the Wi-Fi into a
building like a dorm. That is just one of
the many features ol the booming
wireless market.
Where the Market ls Headed
The number oIWLAN hotspots
rvorldwide is projected to grow from
14,242 rn 2002 to more than 135,000 by
2007, according to Mike Roberts, analyst
at Baskerville's Planet Wireless
(www.baskerville.telecoms.com ).
Growth like that almost guarantees
problems, both lor technology and for
security.
Roberts continues, "Mobile Wi-Fi
devices and new vendor platforms wili
also make Wi-Fi voice services far more
widespread by 2005, which means that
now is the time for mobile operators to
assess how VoIP over WLAN will impact
cellular revenues." Rest assured that
college campuses will be a major nexus
for wireless.
The U.S. market for broadband
wireless access (BWA) services based on
technologies such as WiMAX will hit
$3.7 billion by 2009. A study from
BWCS and Senza-Fili Consulting
(www.bwcs.com) estimates that fixed
wireless services rvill account for 3.6
percenl ol all broadband connections in
lmpact of Handheld Devices at
Washington State U niversity
by Dave Ostrom
Washington State University buiit its
wireless data network over the last
two years. At the start it was decided
to include a robust wireless security
infrastructure, and Cisco 3030 VPN
appliances were acquired in order to
run an IPSecVPN. Due to a concern
with unencrypted passwords being
transmitted over the airwaves as
individuals signed on, a digital
certificate was required to establish
the initial session. The wireless access
points were all placed on a separate
VLAN, and individuals were required
to authenticate using a Cisco Secure
Access Server and establish a VPN
tunnel in order to access network
resources. The solution worked fine,
and no security problems were
encountered.
However, once the first few
buildings were equipped with wireless
capabilities, the complaints from the
handheld customers began to come
in. Most wanted access to their e-
mail, and they could not connect
through the wireless network. Those
using Palm handhelds had no option,
while a few others using Compaq iPaq's
discovered the Movian VPN product
and were successful. Most just gave up
in frustration.
WSU has recently switched to the
Microsoft Point-to-Point Tunneling
Protocol (PPTP). The handheld devices
that have been tested so far all support
PPTR and no additional software is
needed. The use of the certificate was
abandoned as unnecessary after the use
of a network sniffer showed no
information being transmitted in the
clear. As a side benefit, it appears that
the PPTP client is less stringent in its
synchronization and therefore performs
better in areas ofweak coverage.
The handheld users now complain
not about no access but about a lack of
access in outdoor areas. While it was
felt that there would be little
requirement for outdoor access from
laptop users, the handheld users are
asking for access as they move from
class to class. This requirement has yet
to be addressed.
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the United States by 2009. According
to the author of "WiFi, WiMAX, and
802.20: The Disruptive Potential of
Wireless Broadband," WiMAX looks
set to dominate the BWA market.
"We have seen a growing number
ofvendors and service providers
throwing their weight behind WiMAX
as the Ieading standard for broadband
wireless access," report author Monica
Paolini says. "Navini's decision to join
the WiMAX Forum after being a long-
time supporter of the rival 802.20
standard confirms the growing
industry support for WiMAX."
Largely thanks to strong backing
from Intel, WiMAX has rapidly
emerged as the front-runner from the
raft of new-generation BWA technolo-
gies. Although a handful of pre-
WiMAX proprietary technologies are
already being commercially deployed
by service providers in the United
States, Asia-Pacific, and Europe, the
BWCS/Senza-Fili study concludes that
only a standards-based approach will
bring BWA to the masses.
Paolini argues, "Until now BWA has
failed to achieve widespread adoption
due to a lack of convergence of vendors
toward a single standard. As we have
seen with WiFi, standards help to drive
down hardware costs and promote
interoperability among manufacturers."
Cost and usability will be critical
factors in the highly competitive U.S.
market if emerging BWA services are 1o
provide a realistic alternative to
competing fixed broadband (DSL and
cable) services. Established BWA services
based on LMDS, MMDS, and satellite
have so far failed to do this. According to
market data from the Federal Commu-
nications Commission, between 2000
and mid-2003 BWA and satellite share
of the broadband market declined from
1.6 percent to 1.3 percent.
Despite the growing support for
WiMAX, Paolini agrees with Roberts
that mass adoption of broadband
wireless access won't gain momentum
until 2007.
She says the next few years will
largely see small-scale trials and proof-
of-concept technology pilots for fixed-
broadband access. Initial deployments
will address the fixed access market, as
WiMAX PCMCIA cards or WiMAX-
enabled laptops are unlikely to ship until
2007-08. The ratification of 802.16 Rev
E will pave the way for support of
mobile access, but it is still too early to
know whether WiMAX will be able to
dominate the mobile market, where
solutions offered by Flarion and
IPWireless are already commercially
available.
"The downside to a standards-based
approach is that the process of defini-
tion, ratification, and product certifica-
tion is time-consuming," Paolini says.
"In the meantime service providers must
either wait or adopt competing tech-
nologies."
In short, forget running along the
bleeding edge. Keep your network
f:i:::n"o 
in an organized' secure
Curt Harler is a contributing editor lo The ACUTA
Joumal and a lrequent speaker on technology
topics. Reach him at curtharler@adelphia.net.
Presence-Aware Communication Tools
by Luci Norlin
Pictr-rrc tl-ris: ln au otlcan-ipr-rs laborator,v, graduate student.[u]ia has iust
stumblecl u;ron the missing link that llill rnake her university the prirne research
centcr for a partnersl'rip of local phirrmaceutical cornpanies. 'l'he companies are
I,r,illing to stake nrillions on this cxciting nen, n-rcdicill aclvat-Lcement, but time rs
ofthe essence. Another universitv is arlso closing irl on the lescarch glant. A
dccisior-r trom the corporate partners is expected tomorrLl\\'. Lose this telation-
sl'rip and y,:irrs of research ancl expenses go dorvn tl-re drain for the uliversitt'-
not to mentiorr ir missed o1-rportunit,v to further establish tle irlstitutj.on as a
leacling medical research p.trtner.'l'rouble is, thc Project X rescrrch te am is
scatte rccl througl'rout a nurnber of campuscs ancl the,v must collirborate now-
to upclate the rcse atch proposal r,r itl'r the breakthrough rcscatrch discovery.
Frantic dial-arounds begin. Olfice phoncs and ce11 phorres are called, but
much of tlrc tcar-n is unavailable. Voicc messages are lcfi. Assistants are called.
N,lore messages. High-priority e-mails and instant message!; are also s'ent.
Essential teanr r-nembers are still not located. Time is tickirtg.
\{hether it is millions of dollars of research fur.rding thrt is at stal.re or just
getting a student registered fcrr classe s, such time-rvrstirtg communicrtit,n
scenarios i.Lre plrt'ed out c\rcr\,cla1. In fact,.l recent survel'[:,v Sicrnens found that
74 perccnt of enterprisc knorvleclue n,orkers sa,v that thc "lack of imr-nediate
responsc is crippling fbr the cor-npletion of important tasks."
Although todav's r,u'riversit). plot'essior-rals arc armcd rvilh rnvriad nerv
cornmunir.:ation der.ices and applications, contact chaos rernains the norm. In
spitc'of their convenience, cell phones, landlines, e n-rail applications, and other
communi<.irtion tools exist on a choppv sca of clisconnecte<l communication
i:l.rrtti: .trttl ncl \\ ()rl( .t r. lr itccl u rc..
The goocl nervs: Emerging pr'(-sen.e-,l\virre applications are no\'\' available to
encl the hit or r-niss nature of cornmunicating onc-tcl-clne. \Vith presence
technologies, unir.ersities gain a substantial advarrtage u.ith the abilit'," to resolve
problenrs on clemancl, the first tin're, rvitl-r instant access to required i.nformation
and subject matter experts.
The Next Killer Application
Experts ar.' callir-rg presence-basecl comrnunicirtion 11-rc kill<:r' applicalion of the
second generzrtion of conr.ergccl r.oice/dzrta IP solutions. As part of thc ncxt
generirtion of VoIP solutionr, presence x\\'alrt:ne ss takes connrur-riczrtion svstenrs a
giant stcp ber.ond traciitional telephonv infrastmctures. Vendors have alread).
begun to intcgrate presence into tl-rcir products to provide rser"s rvith fine-tr-rned,
call-rolLtins control. Accorcling to Forrcstel, the recr'nt surge in enterprise instirnt
Continued on paoe 30
Accessibility: Are You Too Connected?
by Mick McKellar
Bervare-soon there may be no placc to hiclc! Altl-ror-rgh man,v of n-r,v
colleagues pride themselves on being accessitrle in the u,idest r.arietv of places
for tl-re greatest number of hor.rrs per da,v, rveek, and ,vear, they also value the
ability to turrl it all oft-. Hor'r,er.er, the abilit,v to disconnect, rvhether
intentional or not, may be reduced by ir nerv prcscnce on the Internet.
Prcsence is a means for fincling, retrieving, and subscr ibing to changes in
the presence information (e.g., "on1ine" or "olIline") of other users.l Instant
messaging and presence protocol (INIPP) is an attempt to deflne standards to
facilitate tinding and connecting to those lr,ho presunablv rvant the
connection. Products compatible u'ith N'Iicrosoft's Live Communications
Sener debuted recentil., bringing even closer to realit,v the concept of
complete connection, 2417 1365. Horr'er.er, presence-bt-Lsed or prresence-trw'are
communication mav offer much greater connection than u'e are readl'or
willing to accornmodate and manage.
Although the possibilities tbr VolP, instant rnessaging (lM), and
videoconferencing are stellar, the dark side ofthis force has to be considered.
One should careful11- ponder the ramifications of rapid adoption of presence-
based technologies. There are several major considerations.
Can lt Ever Be Reliable and Secure?
Anvone u.ho uses a cellulzrr telephone lr,hen traveling has experie nced the
frustration of business deals lost, messages transportecl into r-rull space, and
connections abruptly dropped in mid-cclnversation. Despite ,vears of service
and major upgrades to the technologl', it is still rather delicate compared tcr
the POT system.
Presence a\vareness speaks directly to the concerns over letting,vour
clients, colleagues, and friends knot'n'here you are and that )rou are available.
It does not speak to the issues ofhardrvare reliabilitl'; nor does it address
security concerns of anl,messages, voice or instant, that connect r,r.irelessl)r to
a variety of netl,orks. It mav be tluch easier for vour friends to fincl ,vor-r, but
that also holds true for those rvho mav l-rave ulterior motir-es.
As lr,ith e mai1, these technologies mav be slou' to gror'r' because of
concerns like the :rbove, mingled u'ith confusion and n-risunderstandings
about horv, for example, VoIP and lM might rvork together safel,v and
securely. On the other 1-rand,theY mav gron'quickl,v be,voncl our capacity to
manage and secure them. As Brian Hooks reports in TecfiNer'r's World(1161
05), international Data Corporation, a technolog,v research firm, estin-rates
that the number of corporate INl users u,il1 grorv frorn fen,er than 20 million
in 2002 to more than 200 million in 2006, in spite of the fact that IN'l can
Continued on page 31
messaging deployments is "visibie
testimony to the early success of
presence-aware communication."
However, instant messaging
provides only a small hint of the
power provided by presence-enriched
applications. Emerging are complete
collaboration portals that, via simple
Web interfaces, can provide a user
with a complete dashboard of tools.
From such dashboards, a user can
easily manage multiple levels of
availability, inciuding the option to be
available to some contacts and
unavailable to others. The industry's
best tools also allow a user to select, at
any given time, a preferred communi-
cation device (i.e., mobiie phone, desk
phone, home phone, or e-mail). Finally, best-of-breed
applications also bring presence to teams, making it a one-
click option to estabiish ad hoc or meet-me conferences with
multimedia collaboration tools embedded in portals.
This is only the beginning. Advancements continue to
come forth providing, for example, ways to embed more
presence features in all kinds of applications such as
customer relationship management and other back-office
systems. Such applications are a natural fit in educational
settings where call traffic is high. Presence-empowered call
agents can see the real-time availability of other agents and
important subject-matter agents who may be needed to
complete or finalize the approval of transactions.
While most enterprises have not yet embedded new
presence technologies into their business processes, a recent
Nemertes Research survey found that 57 percent of organi-
zations plan to embed presence throughout their organiza-
tions within three years, and 21 percent say they are working
on that process now. Also, more than 90 percent of compa-
nies say that instant messaging, one of the earliest forms of
presence-based communication, is informally used within
their organizations.
"With presence, we've dramatically improved productiv-
ity, business processes, responsiveness, customer interac-
tions, and employee satisfaction," said Gene Rodgers,
president and CEO of Boston-based STAR Information
Technology, a management consulting and systems integra-
tion company. "Our investment is expected to pay for itself
in the first year." As an early adopter of presence-based
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technology, STAR IT reports slashing 40 percent off its
conferencing costs and estimates more than 35 percent
reductions in product cycle time and travel expenses.
The Presence Evolution
Presence communication, initially, has been associated with
devices (i.e., telephones and personal computers) and
applications (such as e-mail and instant messaging). While
device and application presence is eff'ective, it often falls
short of providing higher levels of communication efficien-
cies in a mobile world where the preferred communication
device or the tool used by a contact, at any given moment, is
often unknown. The result: continued communication
confusion with multiple dial-arounds, e-mails, and
voicemails.
The real power of presence communication lies in two
emerging concepts: userpres ence and group presence.
User presence aggregates device presence to allow a
worker to connect quickiy with a colleague regardless of the
device or application. This sets the stage for more natural, ad
hoc interaction. Applications that incorporate user presence
allow individuals to see a unified view of a colleague's
presence state in association with all oftheir devices and
applications. Presence-enabled applications also allow users
to easily define rules, either explicitly or via automated links
to utilities like calendars, to dynamically set accessibility
preferences through different devices or applications. These
attributes can vary based on time of day, work location, who
is attempting to make contact, and other variables.
To illustrate: A faculty member can speci$, "on travel"
rules that allow only colleagues and the dean to reach him
live via his cell phone and others to contact him live via
instant messaging. A11 other communications are routed to
his e-mail box.
Group presencegeneralizes the user-presence concept
across groups, thus aggregating individual presence states
into a work group. Likewise, presence aggregation rules can
be set according to the needs of a specific workgroup:
individuals, quorum, majority, or all rnembers.
Organizational lmpacts
The organizational impacts of presence-aware communica-
tion include greater efficiencies of day-to-day tasks as well as
strategic improvements in business processes that improve
the speed of decision making. Sample scenarios include the
following:
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make many open, unsecured doors-including access to
desktops and institution computers-available to
unauthorized, prying eyes.
Can lt Be Shut Ofi?
Everyone knows you can shut off a cell phone or a pager.
However, most providers offer voicemail services that allow
callers to leave packages on your digital doorstep. It's still up
to you to sort through the collection and decide what to do
with each message.
As with e-mail, if someone sends (or leaves) many
messages, and no response is received within a reasonable
time, that someone may simply move on to more lucrative
contacts. If that someone is potential business, you lose. So
turning off the phone may not be a solution with which you
can live. The alternative, however, may be to become even
more available than you can comfortably accommodate,
especially if you need a breath of time to consider options
before answering.
Can I Deal with Time Slip?
E-mail is asynchronous communication. Few expect an
immediate response. In the past, you sent e-mail if security
was not a major concern and the answer could wait until
the recipient read the message and replied. \Arhen
synchronous communication was needed, you used the
telephone-which could be secured by a variety of
methods.
New technologies are blending these very different
communication processes into a hybrid that is at once
exciting and frightening. It is exciting because of the
capacity to work with text, images, video, and audio
synchronously in any combination. This is great if you are
prepared to act at once on the information provided.
However, what if you need time to review, revise, and
rewrite? The pressure to act immediately cannot be relieved
by the convenience of built-in time delays. This "time s1ip"
can increase the stress you feel with any communication,
and can rapidly propagate any error across a wide variety of
communications media.
How Will This Change My Work Methods?
Caliing corporate offices (especially cold calls) most often
yields access to someone's voicemail. My own experience
has been that the return rate on most of these adventures is
abysmal. The integral barriers to access that we all worked
to overcome in the past have begun to evaporate, and now
we seek alternatives that limit access when necessary, yet do
not aiienate clients, colleagues, and friends.
We also need to ask ourselves if the
group presence maintained by face-to-face
collaboration on projects can be helped or
maintained with these new tools. Could
heary reliance on technology short-circuit
the close understanding obtained across a
coffee-stained worktable?
The threats to both security and privacy
are very real and cannot safely be ignored;
yet the expectations on the part of clients
and coworkers may force one to embrace
the technologies with both hands and heart.
How Do We Deal with the Pressure to Adopt
New Technologies?
Be a pioneer on the trailing edge of
technology. Rely on established
technologies, and find ways to make it easier
for your clients, colleagues, and friends to
connect with you via the old reliables. Then
test the new technologies, looking carefully at the results.
Continued on page 33
Compco = Resutts
MTSU 
- 
Ms. Ronda Vaughter: "MTSU is now oble to provide
online servrces ond consolidote billings using MySoftnet Not only
hos our eficiency improved, but we hoYe olso reduced billing errors,
which in turn provides our customers with the best possible service
using the lotest technology."
a'<i !+"61 9*"6
U. Louisville 
- 
Ms. Karin Tyler: "From our seorch we
determined thot Compco suited our needs best due to thei yeors of
experience ... the support ond ossistonce we hove received during
implementotion ossures us of o losting portnership between UofL
and Compco for our Telemonogement solution."
4"59*.5:+"5
U. Maine 
- 
Mr. Les Shaw: "We hove been very sotisfied with
Compco's hostlserver product thot hos served us for I 0 yeors, so we
went bock to them to find out whot wos new. The new MySoft.net
provides great funaionolity ond will fill our needs well into the
future."
.a""6i 9n"6 s+<i
lowa State U. 
- 
Ms. Angela Bradley: "We evoluoted the
mojor telemonogement vendors ond found thot Compco's MySoft.net
softwore is, by for, the best for trocking voice ond doto networks."
MySoft.net, the only 100/" web'based e-business softwore
for manoging voiceldoto services, chorge backs, ond vendor
inYoices.
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phone or office
. Uniting dispersed campus settings.
Institutions with employees scattered
across different geographic locations are
natural fits flor using presence communica-
tion to link faculty and administrators.
Students, institutional partners, and
empioyees are more empowered to weigh
in on critical decisions as well as have on-
the-spot access to available experts.
. Student course registration. Using a
presence-aware soiution, students get
immediate approvals or disapprovals from
professors, department heads, counselors,
and others for class registration excep-
tions. In addition to speeding up the
approval process, administrative changes
to schedules and class rosters are updated
in real time instead of waiting hours or
days for students to get approvals via
visits.
second opinions from senior managers at main campuses.
The university benefits from improved productivity,
decreased administrative costs, and improved employee
satisfaction levels.
, Campus emergency preparedfless. An integrated messaging
application allows immediate access to emergency team
members, including the ability to initiate ad hoc conferences
and the sharing of documents and important new informa-
tion via collaboration tools. With the ability to make
decisions in real time, campus risks are minimized.
With applications that support user and group presence,
these are just some of the efficiency and business-process
gains that result when person-to-person interactions are
instantaneous, with successful contacts made on the first try.
In the campus setting, numerous communication-intensive
tasks can benefit from presence-aware tools that take the
guesswork out of making contact with colleagues and other
subject-matter experts.
Deployment Considerations
Presence-aware communication functionality remains a
relatively new technology. Campuses should critically assess
deployment and operational factors, including existing
enterprise client/server application infrastructures. Some key
considerations include the following:
1. Scalability. Microsoft and Reuters are among the largest
deployments of presence-powered IP communication
solutions based on the Microsoft Office Live Communica-
tions Server 2003. IT organizations can design distributed
presence server clusters using architectural approaches like
Microsoft's Forest. The Forest approach allows IT architects
to build scalable server clusters.
2. Security. Presence-powered communication solutions
that are deployed over industry-standard platforms such as
Microsoft Windows and session initiation protocol fit cleanly
into the existing security framework. IT should leverage
industry-standard best practices for enterprise security,
management, and logging and alerting mechanisms to
handle security issues with presence-aware communication
solutions. IT should also develop simple Web-based presence
management tools to allow employees to specifiu the indi-
viduals or teams who can view presence preferences and
initiate unscheduled communication interactions based on
constraints such as employee levels, time of day, locations,
and job functions.
3. Reliability. IT should address reliability considerations
through architectural means such as using server redun-
. Financial aid. Using audioconferencing, financial officers
from satellite campuses accelerate student loan and scholar-
ship approvals through instant review processes, including
*?**p+zV 't zzrV*r*Zt; 1*z*.:* Vi=:r:*i3iz
www.DUXPR.C0M 912.889.9577
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dancv ancl load balancing. IT should engage
s,vstems integrators, r'l'orking in conjuncfion u'itl-t
the professional services arld cot-rsulting r-rnit of
IP comrnuniczrtion vendors. IT tnal' urlso u'ant tcl
e stablish a spccii.Llize d disaster-planning orgeni
zation to accoLtllt tbr disaster-reco\'ery scellarios
and incorporirtc legac,v coml-tlunicatioll svstems
in thc ('\ent trIout.tg.s.
Conclusions
The exprlosion of cornmunication clcvices,
applications, infiastrr-rctures, and renlote rvolk
settings l-ras led to rapid increases in personal irncl
nork infbrmation rece it,ed frorn e-mails,
r.oiccrnaiis, it'tstant messages, ancl other sources.
Presence helps unir.ersit,v en-rplo1'ees cope rvitl-t
the exponential inct"easc in infornration b,v
allorving them to spccifi. their choice of preterred
cler,ice or application for cotnmunication
interactio ns.
B,v rnaking real-time comntunication possible, prese nce
ir\vareness also helps car-nplts users eliminate l'asted time
spent on retricving ancl sending repetitive messirges and
svnching the calendars of tearn tnembers.
On behalf of the unir.ersit,v, facultl' ancl acltlinistrution
can mirke more expreditious business decisions u'hen
communicatiorr is instantarueous. 'fhe result: lou'er overall
business costs, more satistied students ancl universitv
partners, and et more satisfied tean'r of emplo,vees.
Cost constrairtts u.ill continr.te to drive higl-rer-educatiorr
institutions to aclopt the next generatioll of cot-nmnuication
s),stems and applications that enable more efficient ancl
n'rore flexible collirboratiotrs alllollg c()nstitllents rr'ho are
both on and off campus. \Vithin the fiamervork of the neu'
gcncration of \bIP solutions, cnlnplrs technologv and
applicatior-rs such as presence enabled communication l'ill
continue to gro\\', anc1, r-rltimately, these applications rr'ill
scnerate nerv conrpetitiYc advantages for hi gher-cclucation
rn'titutiort: rrrd other entr'rPrisc\.
Presence a\[areness-across clevices, infrarstructures, irnd
applications-n,il1 have a protbund impact on the t'av
universitics rvork, lir.e , communicate, and collaborerte. It's
not a matter of if; it's a matter of rvhen.
Luci Norlin is the national higher education business development
manager at Siemens. Reach Luci at Luci.Norlin@icn.siemens.com
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Find,vour orr'n tnethods to
coordinate cot-nmunications. For
extrmple, use e-mai1 to scheclulc
Irhonc c,tlls. |. ..'lhir tcehniqtrc t,r
ar.oid callbacks and phone tag and
to ar.oicl r.isits to voicemail bores.
Builcl in time cushion/control.
For example, *,hen possitrle, trse e-
nr,ril t,, r'c:|ond t,, lorr'-prioritv
r.oicernail mcssages. Tr,v to ntor.e
these comr-nut-tications into the
asvnchtonous rvorld, rvherc ,v-ou ctlt
.lcll rrith thcrrr irt \otlr ()\\ n timr'.
trlanage expectations. For
example, be up front about horv )'or-t
Llse )roLlr r.oicernail box. If ,vor"r don't
return most calls immediatelr', bc
sllre to sav in 
,vour lnessage tl-rat tl-rerc
may be a delav in vour response. That
11,n1., if 5omeor-rc gets an immediate replt', he or she u'ill be
pleasantlv surpriscd.
Be arvare of u,hat effect ,vour level ol connectedness is
har.ing on vour hea1tl-r and rvell-being. It ma,v be lun ttr
slr,in'r ir-r that ocean of informtrtion today, but tomorrorv,
voLr mav be r.erv tired and treacling tvatcr.
Conclusion
F,r'nbracing the u,onders of ncrv techtrologies ma1'be a
thrill, but thrills cor.ne at a pricc paid in either
prepareclness or pain. Being plugged in is exciting trnd
profitable. Jr-Lst be certain ,voLL can unplug rvhen ,vou need
rest or iust titne to t1-rink. Presence-basecl communication
r-ntr,v rvell be the next ki1ler" application, but for those not
u,i11ing or not readv to managc the change and the
pressure, the liiller part maY rvell be a1l too real.
Elwin "Mick" McKellar recently retired from Michigan Technological
University, but not from technology. Reach him (when he wants to
be reached) at mckellar@chartermi.net.
1. Network Working Group el al., lnstant MessaginglPresence Protocol
Requirements. AFC 2779, February 2000 <http://www.ietf org/rfc/
dc2779jxI>.
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Larry Faulkner has served as president of The
University of Texas at Austin since 1998. After
receiving a Ph.D. in chemistry from The
University of Texas in 1969, he taught at
Harvard University and then served as
professor of chemistry, dean of the College of
Arts and Sciences, and provost at the
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign.
He presided over a highly successful
capital campaign at UT Austin that raised
$1.62 billion. During that period, the
Unirersitv established 5everal neh unit5!
including the Institute for Computational
Science and Engineering, the Center for Nano
and Molecular Science and Engineering, and
the Department of Biomedical Engineering.
President Faulkner supported the creation
of a website called Lltopia, which is developing
innovative ways to offer The University of
Texas's wealth of knowledge and services to
the public via the Internet.
He is the chair of the Internet2 board of
trustees. And he is a former r.vorking chemist
rvith a career-lonB intere5t in computing.
computer-based instrumentation, and
networking.
Questions for this intervieu, were submitted
b,v the ACUTA Publications Committee and
coordinated by Walt Magnussen, Texas A & M
University, Chair.
lnterview
Larry R. Faulkner, Ph.D.
The University of Texas at Austin
ACUTh: We wouid, first of all, like ro commend the University of Texas at
Austin for your leadership in statewide communications and you person-
allv for your leadership role in Internet2. Would you talk a little about the
role that being on the leading edge oftechnology plays in recruiting the
best students, researchers, and faculty?
President Faulkner: At UT, we believe that leading-edge IT infrastructure
and facilities can be important attractors for facult1., graduate students,
and, increasingly, undergraduates. This has been true for some years in
specific research disciplines, such as bioinformatics, high energy physics,
and chemistry. Increasingly, however, faculty and students in ali disciplines
expect not only state-of-the-art technology in support of their research, but
also access to digitai instructional resources and24l7 online administrative
services.
Creating a leadership reputation is challenging; maintaining it is harder
still as other universities raise the bar, as public funding declines in real
terms, and as our users'expectations rise with every Google search.
Interestingly, one response to this competitive challenge has been interuni-
versity collaboration and resource sharing. Nowhere is interuniversity
collaboration more evident than in advanced networking.
In 1996, UT was one of 32 universities that joined at O'Hare Airport to
form Internet2, the nonprofit consortium that now operates the nation-
wide 10 Gbps Abilene network and fosters advanced networking applica-
tions and technologies on behalf of more than 200 member institutions.
More recently, UT helped to organize a new Texas-wide initiative, LEARN,
the Lonestar Education And Research Network, which will establish an
advanced network covering 2,100 miles and provide connectivity to the
commodity Internet, Abilene, and National LambdaRail (NLR). Through
LEARN, other universities in Texas will also be able to connect via UT to
the NSF TeraGrid, which we joined in October, 2004.
There is another important constituency that your question overlooks,
and that's the public at large. ln 2002,I announced a new initiative to
provide a "digital knowledge gateway" to provide broad access to digitized
resources from our museums) libraries, and instructional and research
programs. Thanks to generous foundation and corporate support, we
launched UTOPIA (utopia.utexas.edu) in March,2004, and it is helping to
reinforce ur's reputation for public service among K-12 teachers, students,
parents, and others who might not otherwise benefit so directly from a
major research university.
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ACUTA: State and federal telecommu-
nications policy and regulation are an
ever increasing part of our daily 1ives.
The requirements of FERPA and HIPAA
alone have had a significant impact on
all of our institutions. As a leader in the
implementation of advanced communi-
cations, what do you think should be
the role of higher education in working
r,vith regulators in setting that policy?
Faulkner: It is essential for higher
education to have a lr,e11-researched and
rvel1-articulated stance on telecom
policy and regulation, not only to
ensure that the particular needs of
research and instructional institutions
receive sufficienl dttention in our state
houses and in Washington, but also to
assure that society benefits optimally
from the resources and services that a
robust higher-education sector can
offer. Several policy domains call for
special attention by our community:
. Advanced networks dedicated to
research and education require federal
and state funding, as rvell as a wise
regulatorv environment. It is encourag-
ing to see such developments as LEARN
in Texas, LONI in Louisiana, and NLR
at the national level, but u'e are
challenged to keep pace and
interoperate rvith the leading R&E
networks in Canada, the Netherlands,
and elseu.here.
. Beyond our dedicated backbones,
higher education is wise to advocate
more ubiquitous deployment of
broadband net\\,orks to residences,
public libraries, and other institutions.
A well-prepared rvork force and an
educated citizenry require Iifelong
access to educational resources' Leading
unir.ersities and colleges have pon'erfu1
resources on their rvebsites and in their
distance-learning programs, much of
which is media-rich and essentially
undeliverable via slow-speed networks.
. Cybersecurity is a grorving collcern
on our campuses. To permit-indeed,
to lostcr-innovation, our comPUting
environments must be less tightiy
managed than in other sectors. In
addition. our networks tend to be more
open in order to facilitate interinstitu-
tional collaboration. We rvelcome
students and faculty to connect their
laptops to our net\\,orks, but that very
libertv expose' us to whatever r iruses,
worms, and other problems they
acquired outside our institu tions.
Although Internet security is an
inherentlir international concern, higher
education should engage proactively
rvith both government and industry to
prevent what is distressingly becoming a
"tragedy of the commons."
ACUTA: Personal communications
devices are becoming more widespread
on campus everyday. Devices from
PDAs and iPods to cell phones ivith
calreras arc creating both opportunities
and challenges on campus. What
strategies could universities take that
would strike a balance betr,veen
promoting the use of these devices and
mitigating the abuse of them, specifi-
cally in the classroom?
Faulkner: I doubt that these devices
need much promotion among current
campus security offices.
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college students, although we are
prolrrbly not being Js creative as \\'e
could be in harnessing them for
educational purposes. For example, few
institutions have students' ce1l-phone
numbers in central dettabases, so neither
rou tirre nor emergency conrrnunicr-
tions can proceed through that channel.
Do our Web resources display properly
on PDAs and cell phones? Is the IT help
desk or library reference staff reachable
Faulkner: Prediction is notoriously
difficult, especially about the future.
Forecasting the impact of specific
corporate rncrg,crs and rcquisitiorrs i.
perilou:, indeed. Too lerv competitor:
could Ierd to reduced innovation or
higher prices, both of r,r,hich rvould be
very detrimental-and not just for
universities. llut some consolidation
seems necessary in the interest of the
financial stability of the ir.rdustry, and it
require an investment by the university
in its or'r,n wireless infrastructure.
Would you talk a little about the
r'r.ireless deployrnent at the UTA
campus?
Faulkner: To date there are more than
850 n,ireless dattr network access points
deployed at ir-rdoor and outdoor
locations across campus (http:i/
www.utexas.edu/its/netrvork/n irelessi
coverage/map/index.html). We expect
that number to grow to more than
1,200 by next lal1, based on current
surveys and neu,orders. This expansion
r.vi1l support coverage in 60 to 70
percent of our indoor spaces.
We are also c-xploring the prospect
of enhancing indoor and outdoor
cellular voice services by building and
operating a common cellular netrvork
on campus that r,vould provide inter
connects to all the leading cellular
providers. Finally, lve anticipate that
n,ireless data and wireless voice services
will converge,lvith dual-mode phones
and our campus 802.11wireless data
network supporting Voice over IP.
ACUTA: From a more personal side, if
you could look live or ten years into the
future and describe your perfect
personal commnnications device, wl-rat
rvould it look like and what would it
do?
Faulkner: Weigh nothing, last for a
rveek or-r a charge, require neither a
stvlus nor coordinated thumbs, support
versatile entry of information by
dictation, and provide quick, lunctional
access to most of the Internet.
ACUTA appreciates President Faulkner taking
the time to share his thoughts with us. UT
Austin's primary ACUTA representative is
George Denbow. Reach him at g.denbow@
austin. utexas. edu.
could lead to other benefits. such as
improved coverage and service quaiity,
if the basis of competition begins to
turn more on performance than on
marketing.
Both individLral and enlerprise
customers rvould surely value more
robust services, which might be a
rvelcome result of having fewer but
better capitalized providers. Such a
scenario also could simplify our plan to
provide a cotlrmon campus cellular
infrastructu re rvith interlaces lo
commercial carriers. Finally, one might
speculate that consolidation, rvhile
creating barriers to errtry in the
traditional cellular industrl,, n-right
drive innovation to other sectors, such
as wireless data and voice over IP.
ACUTA: It also appears that delivery of
these services r.r,ill, to some extent,
Although Internet security is an inherently international
concern, higher education should engage proactively
with both government and industry to prevent what is
distressingly becoming a "tragedy of the commons."
via Instant Messaging? What is Duke
Urriversity learning lrom its progrJm to
distribute iPods to a1l freshmen?
Wireless der.ices with cameras can
be a distraction in class, or worse, a new
lvay to cheat on exams. We hirve been
well-served over the years by granting
authority to the instructor to decide
horv the classroom .r,vill be managed and
rvhat tools and resources are permitted
at exam time. Ideaily, faculty are
supported by a campus honor code,
such as the one we have at UT.
ACUTA: A number of rhe seri ice
providers that support these persor-ral
communicatiorrs devices rre merging a:
rve speak. How do you think the recent
AT&T and Cingular or the Sprint and
Nextel mergers lvill impact deliverl, of
these services to campus?
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lP Telephony and Portal lntegration
Payoff at Adelphi
One of the most important criteria for
choosing an IP telephony system to
serve an institution of higher education
is the ability to leverage the Internet-
enabled nature ofthe system to deliver
targeted information to students and
laculty. For higher-education institu-
tions this can be an important
tool to streamline administra-
tion procedures and lacilitate
the communications and
collaboration between faculty
and students that are essential
to a great education.
That was the challenge
facing the IT team at Adelphi
University as they looked for
new technologies to Web-
enable key processes and
improve communications at
the 8,000-student campus.
Established in 1896, the
University was the first
institution of higher education
for liberal arts and sciences on
Long Island, New York. As part
of a broader renovation and
expansion ofits housing and
school facilities, the University decided
also to upgrade its communications
infrastructure to replace a hosted
Centrex system.
Jack Chen, Adelphi's CIO, led the
overall strategy and implementation of
the system. "It was our vision," says
Chen, "for the new communications
system to use the Web as the primary
interface, so individuals could access
information that could be tailored to
meet their needs. As a result, the Web
service on our enhanced communica-
tions system provides increased services
and additional communications tools
for Adelphi's population."
It was a broad vision: students using
computers, PDAs, and IP telephones to
access class information, register for
classes, pay tuition, check grades, and be
informed of class changes; students and
faculty collaborating electronically via
the system to accommodate off-campus
students and after-hours inquiries; and
phone calls being rerouted across IP
trunks to substantially reduce costs.
The move to a Web-based solution
was driven, in part, by Adelphi's recent
increase in student population and the
high percentage of off-campus students.
Nearly half the 8,000 studenrs are
graduate candidates who commute to
the campus each day. In addition, many
undergraduates are also commuters,
which creates a unique set of consider-
ations for deploying advanced voice
capabilities.
The starting point for the entire
project is a Web portal that gives
students, faculty, and staff access to data
over a password-protected Internet
interlace. The site ( http://ecampus.
adelphi.edu) offers message boards,
e-mail, campus news, access to network
drives, and secure access to personal
inlormation. The Web inlegration was
done using Novell's GroupWise
software. With this platform as a start,
lhe IT team can roll ouI new services
such as degree audit and academic
warnings.
Adelphi's ful[- and parr-time faculty of 634
seryes a student body of nearly 8,000
undergraduate and graduate degree
candidates on the main Garden City
campus and at facilities in New york City,
Hauppauge, and Poughkeepsie.
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With this portal estabiished, the IT
team realized that to reach its goals it
needed to ensure that the system was
utilized. The solution to this was
twofold: L se IP telephony to increase
user convenience and increase commu-
nications with users to ensure that the
services meet their needs.
lmplementing lP Telephony
To implement IP telephony, Adelphi
realized it needed to upgrade the
capacity of the campus network by
replacing its Centrex telephony system
with a communications network that
would accommodate ever-increasi ng
usage from students as well as the
proliferation of online applications.
Moreover, the network infrastructure
would need an upgrade in capacity to
eliminate interrupted usage and
connection failures.
After evaluating a number of
alternatives, the University selected an
Alcatel OmniPCX Enterprise network
solution. Through a phased implemen-
tation, this comprehensive network is
enabling the University to attain its goal
oi providing enhanced communications,
seamless integration of learning
initiatives, and administrative efficien-
cies for students, faculty, and staff.
Adelphi selected the solution for its
open standards support, solid redun-
dancy, built-in call processor,
interoperability, ability to provide a
timeiy transition from traditional time-
division-multiplexing communications
to IP telephony, and ability to bring a
broad range of communications capabili-
ties into the Adelphi portal and the appli-
cations it uses. Today, the server provides
student residence halls and all University
facilities with voice capabilities.
In a future phase of the implementa-
tion, special IP application phones will be
deployed throughout the campus to
deliver advanced services. The phones
feature large graphical displays, high-
fidelity sound, an integrated keyboard,
and an open XML interface, allowing
them to become a convenient way to
access Web-based services. Multiple
applications exist, including instant
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computer notification of class cancella-
tions via the phone. The ability to use
the keyboard and XML capabilities
allow access to registration information,
class schedules, faculty calendars, and
other data.
The system was also implemented as
a cost-saving measure both to reduce
management costs and to cut toll
charges. Each fall, the universily must
establish service for its residential
students. This past fall, using the new
technology, it took Adelphi's IT staff
several hours to program the system for
the 1,100 entering freshmen compared
to nearly a week with the old system,
which also incurred service charges from
the service provider.
"The initial management capabilities
delivered signifi cant improvements,"
said foseph Battaglia, who directs
Adelphi's IT department. "Changes no
longer take weeks but are now made
within seconds using simplified text-
editing tools and are done through our
own department instead of a provider."
Additional savings came from
routing regional calls over IP. The
University analyzed its phone costs and
found that most of its regional calls go
to Manhattan. By routing the calls using
VoIP to its Manhattan campus and then
sending them out across the telephone
network as locai calls, the University
expects that it will see a substantial
savings in telephone services costs.
Other administrative cost savings are
expected from the total system, includ-
ing reduced staff intervention for class
scheduling and information updates,
but costs for these are hard to estimate.
Following the server and phone
implementations, the University focused
on deploying applications over the
network including an Alcatel
OmniTouch Call Center, which offers
the faculty, staff, and students increased
efficiency in accessing registration and
financial aid information.
Another key application in progress
is class-related collaboration among
students who do not reside near each
other physically-a challenge at Adelphi
due to the number of commuter
students. Using Instant Collaboration
System, Adelphi can offer a wide range
o[ conlerence calling, secure instant
messaging. presence, Web presentalions,
and other broadcast services without the
need for additional infrastructure. The
system is all hosted on the school's
servers with the student needing only to
have a Web browser, Internet access, and
a telephone.
Feedback Helps to Plan High-Value
Services
The second key to ensuring that the
system is used frequently by all users is
to know for a fact what they want from
it. Through preinstallation research,
Chen, Battaglia, and their team found
that faculty and staff liked having a
message board to know what is happen-
ing in other parts of the University and
that many analyze their research from
home. So having access to network-
based storage and servers was a high-
value option that would help ensure the
system was being used.
Students had some dramatically
different needs, and those weren't at first
obvious. The popularity of e-mail
among students had the IT team
thinking this might be a "kiiler applica-
tion" for driving students to use the
portal. But after extensive surveys, the
Adelphi team learned that most students
have other e-mail accounts that they use
and wouldn't use the portal solely for e-
mail. For students, access to class
information and collaboration are
critical.
With the portal running and the IP
telephony features beginning to ro11 out,
Chen offered some advice for others
launching these services.
(1) Budget enough time to get the project
done correctly. Adelphi kicked its project
off more than 18 months ago, and having
that amount of time has allowed Adelphi
to implement the right services and to
deploy them with minimal service
interruptions.
(2) Maximize ongoing communications
with users to let them know the status of
the project and to help plan their
expectations accordingly-especially if it's
a multiyear project.
(3) One group must take control. At
Adelphi, all IT is centralized under Chen's
leadership, giving him the authority to
make campuswide decisions. This
ensured the University interoperability
betlveen key applications and standards.
This is possible in higher-education
institutions where each department or
school makes its own decisions, but
someone at the CIO level must still
broker key decisions between the different
organizational units.
As for the future, Adelphi has big
plans to offer support for PDAs and other
handheld electronics, as well as extensive
plans for broadcast video distribution and
online learning to push the University's
reach even further into the community.
With a strong networking foundation and
the support of open standards that allow
new applications and equipment to be
easily integrated, Adelphi has built the
infrastructure to realize these goals.
Chris Vuillaume is vice president, product
marketing, for Alcatel North American enterprise
voice solutions. Reach him at
chris.vuillaume @alcatel.com
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ACUTA President Wally Czerniak, lmmediate
Past President Jeanne Jansenius, and
PAETEC's Rick Cunningham (far right) present
the trophy to Joe Ziemba from SUNY Upstate.
At ACU TA's 2 001 An n ual Confere nce,
SUNY Upstate Medical University was
recognized for its innovative use of
technology. We salute the University with
this update to the initial description of the
project,which appeared in the spring 2001
ACUTA Journal.
When University Hospital at SUNY
Upstate Medical University wanted to
find a way to improve the efficiency of
communications between nurses and
physicians, it determined that it needed
to "unleash" staff from traditional wired
telephones. Giving employees a tool that
allowed them to easily stay in touch with
one another while being mobile would
have a direct impact on improving the
quality of care being delivered to
patients. If the solution could also
SUNY Upstate Medical University
eliminate, or at least reduce, the amount
of overhead paging that occurs, a
quieter, more peaceful environment
would be a welcome relief.
The first attempt at addressing this
problem was to give the nurses access to
a wireless phone. The primary problem
with this solution was that the phone
was too bulky for a nurse to carry
around conveniently. In addition, it was
difficult to place or answer a call in the
middle of a procedure. While sti11 testing
the wireless telephones and pursuing
viable alternatives, SUNY Upstate came
across a new technology-a communi-
cations "badge" from Vocera Communi-
cations.
Users simply wear the badge, a
lightweight device measuring about 4
inches in length, either on a lanyard
around their neck or clipped to their
scrubs or lab coat. Users communicate
with one another by pressing a button
on the front of the badge and issuing
simple calling commands, like "call Dr.
Smith." Because the system uses voice
recognition for call processing, the
recipient of the call can answer a call
from another user by simply answering,
"yes." The recipient of the call does not
have to touch the badge.
The original 90-day pilot began late
in 2003. Since the end of the pilot
(which is described in detail in the
spring 2004 ACt ITA lournal), several,
things have happened:
. In spring 2004, hospital management
gave the approval to deploy Vocera
throughout University Hospital. In )une
2004, a person dedicated to managing
the Vocera deployment was hired into
the telecommunications department.
. The original pilot phase consisted of
about 200 users in four departments,
with a maximum of about 50 users
active on any given day. Since June 2004,
the system has grown to more than 700
users across 12 departments, with about
130 peak active users.
. During December 2004, more than
29,000 calls were placed byVocera users.
. As of January2005,there are 12 more
departments with approximately 400
more users who have expressed an
interest in using the Vocera system. ]ust
deploying to these departments will take
us until the summer of 2005. From
there, it is expected the system will
continue to branch out into other areas
in the hospitai.
Some changes we've made to helP
support the system's users include the
following:
. Vocera training has been made a
standard part of new-employee
orientation (a two-hour session every
two weeks).
. A new internal Web page was devel-
oped for user support with FAQs and
training documentation.
. A training video was produced
internally, which is geared toward
improving existing users' success with
the system.
For more inlormation about SUNY Upstate's
application of the Vocera technology, contact
Joe Ziemba, manager ol telecommunications,
at ziembaj @ upstate.edu.
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by Jim Romeo
GIS Technology Brings the Layered Look
to Campus
Geographic information systems (GIS)
have been touted as a technological
advancement of interest to cartographers
and geographers around the world. But as
word of the powerful analytical capabilities
of GIS technology has spread, it's begin-
ning to show up in some unexpected
places-including college campuses.
What ls GIS Anyhow?
According to Redlands, California-based
ESRI, one of the foremost leaders in GIS
software and applications for the world-
wide GIS industry, "a GIS combines layers
of information about a place to give you a
better understanding of that place. What
layers of information you combine
depends on your purpose-finding the
best location for a new store, analyzing
environmental damage, viewing similar
crimes in a city to detect a pattern, and so
on" (http://www.gix.com/whatisgis).
A full GIS, says ESRI, requires hard-
ware, software, data, trained users, and
sound analysis methods for interpreting
the results it generates. GIS software "links
information about where things are with
information about what things are 1ike,"
says ESRI.
Unlike a paper map, a GIS map can
combine many layers of information. A
digital map created by a GIS will have dots,
or points, that represent features such as
cities, Iines that represent roads, and small
areas that represent features such as lakes,
just like a paper map. "The difference,"
according to ESRI, "is that fwith a GIS]
this information comes from a database
and is shown only if the user chooses to
show it. The database stores where the point
is located, how long the road is, and even
how many square miles a lake occupies."
Each type of information in the map has
its own layer, and users turn layers on or off
according to their needs. One layer could be
made up of all the public roads in an area.
Another could represent all the private
campus roads in the same area. Another
might represent buried cable.
"The power of a GIS over paper maps,"
says ESRI, "is your ability to select the
information you need to see according to
what goal you are trying to achieve."
So what can a GIS do for a campus?
McHenry County College
For the past five years, McHenry County
College in Crystal Lake, Illinois, has
recorded how academic course catalogs are
distributed by postal zip code and carrier
route and the resulting enrollment for each
geographic area. This has been the long
route to achieve its marketing goals.
Last year Len Walker, director of
marketing and public relations at McHenry
College, proposed that the college adminis-
tration curtail distribution to areas where
the enrollment didn't pan out. Its marketing
effort centered on careful segmentation of
who students were and where thev were
coming from.
"Using GIS technology, I mapped the
distribution of these Icatalog] publications
over the five-year period and overlaid the
enrollment generated by yearl'says Walker.
"Using Prizm NE consumer data from
Claritas and PCensus from Tetrad Corpora-
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tion, I can also overlay household
demographics and attributes."
McHenry also programmed a
reader-service database called "Get
Better Info" that allows recipients of
unwanted mail to remove themselves
from its database. This resulted in the
modification of some 20,000 names. At
present, McHenry has about 180,000
names in its database.
The net result of this more efficient
approach: a reduction in printing costs
of more than $60,000 and savings on
postage expense of $40,000+.
The college licensed copies of
Maplnfo Professional v.7.5, MapMarker
v.9.3, and PCensus v.7.5. The IT
department installed them on an
individual workstation, and the college's
marketing and public relations depart-
ment researched and budgeted for the
software acquisition.
"We are not running GIS as a
networked application," explains Walker.
"We are sharing interactive map files via
the Internet using Maplnfo Discovery.
Other file sharing is accomplished by
FTP, again using an Internet browser."
Some applications, including
Maplnfo Discovery, were server based,
and the IT department provided assis-
tance with some of the server-based
applications that were loaded on the
:*:,at 
department's development
"The Maplnfo software and its
supplementai programs are good
examples of user-researched, selected,
and sponsored applications," explains
John Linehan, assistant vice president of
information technology at McHenry.
According to Linehan, implementing the
software has required only minor
assistance from IT.
At McHenry, IT support is largely
centralized, but there are departments
that work extensively with the technol-
ogy tools of their trade. "The Office of
Marketing and Public Relations
(OMPR) is one of these departments,"
says Linehan. OMPR created and
maintains the Get Better Info compo-
nent of the system using Microsoft's
SQL database management system.
"lT coordinates closely with OMPR
and the other technology-intensive
departments and programs at the
college to make sure that infrastructure
concerns, such as adequate bandwidth,
are considered and addressed," adds
Linehan. "One important environmentai
area we are still working through at the
college is or,vnership and maintenance of
data that is shared across multiple
departments."
Clark University
Many GIS applications originate in the
geography departments of colleges and
universities but are used throughout the
locai community. That's what happened
at Clark University in Worcester,
Massachusetts.
"The mayor and manager of the city
of Worcester have supported work in
GIS and funded specific projects so that
the GIS manager can advise the city on
how to revitalize brownfields," says
Robert Gilmore Pontius Jr., associate
professor in the Department of
TCALL
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International Development, Commu-
nity, and Environment in the graduate
school of geography at Clark University.
The city's GIS manager, Shane White,
worked with three summer interns
from Clark to develop a database of
properties that could be marketed for
redevelopment.
"The city wants to use the GIS
analysis to show potential investors how
to combine parcels of land for develop-
ment. In the past, these parcels were
recorded on a list, but it was impossible
to see which parcels were adjacent,"
Pontius explains. "If the information is
in map form, then avariety of impor-
tant analyses can be performed. For
example, it is possible to overlay maps
to see how close an available parcel is to
utility services, such as electrical and
water lines. Also, it is extremely helpful
to have the information in map form,
because it makes the information much
easier to digest visually."
Juniata College
Neil Pelkey, assistant professor of
environmental science and studies and
information technology at luniata
College in Huntingdon, Pennsylvania,
uses a GIS extensively for research and
in the classroom. Much of the IT
planning and licensing input comes
from him.
Pelkey recently worked with the
Foundation for Ecological Research and
Advocacy and Learning, a nonprofit
research organization based in India that
applies research on issues in natural
resource management and conservation,
to develop a course called IT Applica-
tions for Participatory Irrigation
Management.
"As to our licensing and networking
of GIS, we have Arcview and ARCGIS
licensed locally on 20 machines at a GIS
tab with spatial analysts," says Pelkey.
"We have a network analYst and
geostatistical analYsts as well.
"We have five to seven facultY
machines with individual licenses
installed," he explains. "We initially
served our data from a central location,
but that was extremelY slow. Now
students are assigned 40 GB USB2
drives. This leads to a substantial
amount of data repetition and metadata
insanity, but each student has 400 Mbps
access to his data."
At Iuniata College, all computers in
the GIS lab run the APACHE Web server
which enables students to transfer data
rapidly between computers without
sharing drives.
Fayetteville, Arkansas
"It really is an amazing tool," says
Fayetteville, Arkansas, superintendent
Bobby New of the GIS. He admits he
was skeptical about using GIS technol-
ogy at first, according to comments
made to eSchool News.r "When district
technology coordinator Susan Cromwell
first approached him about investing in
a GIS tool for the district, New said he
almost slammed the door in her face.
But she persisted-and New is grateful.
These days,'I don't know what we'd do
without it,'he said.'To be honest with
you, it's probably saved my job on a few
occasions."'
eSciool continues, "In the fall of
2006, Fayetteville plans to open a brand
new combination elementary-middle
school, the site for which was chosen
based on data provided through the
school district's GIS system. Michael
Gray, Fayetteville's associate superinten-
dent for operations, said administrators
were able to combine different streams
of school and geographic data to help
plan for everything from the impact of
future housing developments and traffic
patterns to the placement of school
athletic fields.
"By layering the different streams of
data on top of one another," GraY said,
"the GIS map gave school board
members, developers, and other
stakeholders a chance to see how
different variables within the commu-
nity would affect the school and,
ultimately, its students."
Testing and Research
According to Mike Phoenix, manager of
education solutions for ESRI, there are
about 3,000 colleges and universities
using GIS software in the United States,
and about another 4,000 outside. Asked
about beta testing on campus, Phoenix
said,'A small college or a large univer-
sity with only one user is not a good
place to give software or technology a
run for its money." He continued, "But
some universities have large labs with
dozens of users and production-style
operations. Other universities are using
the software simply to teach one
introductory class."
Universities have historically been
very successful at research, adds
Phoenix. "With tens of thousands of
researchers and grad students around
the world doing GIS research at
universities, we can expect the diversity
of CIS applications to continue to
multiply rapidly. There is no way that
industry or goyernment could duplicate
the vast range of research that is
occurring at universities."
"Testing of GIS within universities
can be a win/win situation as the GIS
vendor can get its software put through
the paces by students in a technology or
development class, and the students
gain valuable experience," says Sabby
Nayar, strategic industry manager for
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government and education at Maplnfo
in Troy, New York. "The challenge is to
ensure that the testing is full cycle and
represents a reai-world environment."
Maplnfo provides GIS services to
colleges in upstate New York such as
RPI, SUNY Albany, and Siena College.
The challenges that lie ahead for
GISs and the campus environment
include the move to student-owned
computers rather then large university-
owned computer labs.
"lt is quite a different chailenge to
provide software access to 20,000
students on computers owned by the
individual students, as compared to
putting the software on the computers
in a GIS lab," says Phoenix. "I think that
GIS will continue to spread across the
campus, and that as more high schools
teach spatial technologies, the students
wiil become much more spatially
literate. You will have more freshmen
who know something of GIS and are
interested in applying it in their studies.
The thousands of graduate students
presently doing research in GIS will
become the next generation of profes-
sors and will expose a much wider base
of students to these technologies."
According to Phoenix, the future of
GIS technology on college and univer-
sity campuses is bright. "Around the
world today about 150,000 students a
year are learning something about GIS,"
he says. "ln five years this should have
more than doubled, as data becomes
more available, computers cheaper, and
software more readily available. I think
that university libraries will become
more important to campus GIS
operations as they become repositories
of large amounts of GIS data."
Advice from the Trenches
Could a GIS be useful for your campus?
Linehan of McHenry College empha-
sizes the importance of considering the
use and value that a GIS will have for a
specific application. "My advice to other
IT managers would be to make sure that
the users they are supporting want the
specific application under consideration
and that they-the users-clearly
envision how it will function in their
overall processes," he says. "Few, if any,
IT managers should want to acquire or
install a GIS application or most other
applications for their own purposes and
shouldn't try to drive or push the
adaptation of technology."
Len Walker of McHenry College
believes that the beauty of a GIS is that it
can provide detailed geographic maps as
a means of reporting. Says Walker: "One
picture truly is worth 1,000 words."
1. Corey Murray, "GIS Technology Aids School
Planning," eScrSool News, D ecember 27 ,2004.
3. With or without help from staff or a
freelance writer, put your story together and
submit it about 4 months prior to the mail
date of the issue you'd like to be in.
4. Pat will review it and get back to you with
any questions or suggestions.
5. Wait to see your work in printl
Stories in the Journal are typically 1,500 to
2,500 words in length. Graphics, photos, and
illustrations are a nice addition, but not
usually essential.
Call today: 859/278-3338, ert.221.You auld
be a published author, too!
Publish Your Story in the ACUTA Journal
Does your department or your campus have
a story to tell? Have you completed a project,
installed a new system, soived an old
prob[em, come through a crisis, or
formulated a solution to a situation you
thought would never go away?
If so, your peers-our readers- want to
hear from you!
Some Benefits of Writing
Writing for the ACUTA lournalprovides
excellent visibility for your campus or your
department. When you share the details of
that complex project you just completed or
a new revenue-generating idea, you give
some well-deserved recognition to your
staff, reveal your personal leadership skills,
and, at the same time, give other members
some ideas that may prove useful on their
own campus.
We also pay a $50 honorarium to our
members whose articles are published. (It's
not a lot, but your mother will be so proud!)
Here's AII You Do
1. Read the articles in this or another recent
Journal to get familiar with the style and
depth of content.
2. Submit your idea for a story to Pat Scott,
ACUTA communications manager, via e-
mail (pscott@acuta.org) or fax (8591278-
3268).
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Here's My Advice . . .
continued from page 48
this technology? Are there enough
users and savings to justift the cost
and effort?
The "Why?" step is the time for
excellent visuals. Can you diagram
the benefits in tangible ways?
Spreadsheets, graphs, diagrams? If
you can't, don't expect those with the
approval authority to "see the big
picture."
Assuming you get past "Why?," the
next question is "Who?"
Now here's a convergence topic-
the convergence of responsibilities!
I've been sounding the "stay relevant"
warning to telecom folks for years
trying to illustrate that new skills are
needed to remain valuable to the
organization as technologies change.
Phone managers must now deal with
message servers; voicemail systems
are now PC based; and the IP
network is probably carrying at least
some of your traditional traffic.
Conversely (and I think more
difficult), the data manager is now
being expected to deal with end users
who want button #3 to be speed
dial-no wait, make it a forward key,
no, I don't like that. How about a line
status indicator?,.. Some or ganiza-
tions have shuffled the people into
combined departments to converge
management responsibilities while
maintaining customer service skill
sets. Some have resisted. Why? Often
because the number of people that
report to a manager defines the
manager's importance and salary. Not
many managers want to give up head
count and status.
Two years ago, we worked with a
college telephone office to replace a
4,000-line Centrex with a premise-
based system. Of course, the IT
department raised the VoIP question.
After all, according to the press and
the vendors, everyone was putting in
VoIP and it would be foolish not to.
We invited the IT department to
attend presentations from all the
vendors and to ask questions that were
important to their own self-interests,
Questions about network load,
redundancy, power, security, ongoing
maintenance, and ongoing support
costs all surfaced. The IT department
decided it wasn't ready for VoIP on a
Iarge scale. There was no acceptable
answer to "Who?" The resultant
system was a hybrid that used IP
technology to communicate off
campus but traditional TDM on
campus. An IT resource with extensive
knowledge of the network and cabling
was transferred to the telephone office
to take over the new system. It is
working beautifully.
So "What" is the plan? And "Where"
will all this new technology reside?
Space and environmental condi-
tioning are significant issues to
address. Most campuses have im-
proved wiring closets to at least
support 10/100 Mbps data switches;
but what about switches that provide
power over Ethernet? Increased heat
and power requirements must be
factored. The UPS may have to be
upsized (and the voltage changed
from 120 to 208). The air conditioner
may have to be larger (if you even
have one). Ifyou don't already have
air-conditioning, where will the new
air-conditioning unit reside? Where
will it drain? Don't ignore these "little"
issuesl Some AC units must run year-
round; make sure it doesn't drain
directly outside (freezing condensa-
tion pipes). I know of a campus that
installed a split system air conditioner
with the condenser unit next to a
student bike rack next to the building
entrance. Code requires at unlocked
emergency power cutoff switch next to
the condenser. Use your imagination
here-I'm sure a student will one of
these days...
"When" is it going to get done?
School budgets typically run ]uly I
through June 30, and major construc-
tion is reserved for the period
between commencement and return
of students for fall classes. The
Christmas break is another opportu-
nity for systems change and upgrade.
So now you have to work backwards.
The important considerations are as
follows:
. Design timeline
. Bid timeline
. Decision timeline (bid reviews,
site visits, reference checks-and the
time necessary to coordinate the
dreaded "committee")
. Trustee meeting (contract
signature)
. Equipment lead times
. Installation timelines (don't forget
to factor in delays due to camps and
conferences in your space and
vacation time for key personnel)
. Cutover weekends
Conclusion
For many, the last major technology
investment was Y2K related. Systems
are nearing or passing their life
expectancy, and new and promising
technologies are available; but at the
same time, budgets are tighter than
ever, and justifiring new initiatives
takes more work and creativity than
in the past. Leverage your profes-
sional relationships for ideas, and put
the vendors to work helping you to
create a new vision for your cam-
pus-complete with business case
and the answers to who, what, when,
where, and why!
Ron Walczak is the principal consultant and
owner of Waluak Technology Consultants, lnc.
He is an active contributor to ACUTA publica-
tions and presenter at ACUTA events. Reach
Ron at ron@walczakconsultants.com or visit
www.walczakconsultants.com
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Convergence and Next-Generation
Technologies-The Same Five Questions
As I read the list of topics to
be covered in this issue of
the Journal, it struck me
that there should be no lack
of things to do for the
foreseeable future if you can
find creative applications
that can be shown to help
your institution's bottom
line. Be wary of projects and
technologies whose best
justification is "It's cool."
With that said, there are
some cool technologies that have benefits
that go to the heart of the operation of the
institution-a very good combination
indeed! Since not every technology fits
every institution, your approach to
evaluating these new and emerging
opportunities should include answering
the same five questions your writing
professor would require:
. Who?
. What?
' When?
. Where?
' whv?
A few of the "What" categories covered
in this issue of the Journal include conver-
gence, presence communications, wireless
access, and VoIP. Assuming you already
know what these technologies are, the
"What?" question is already answered.
When was the first time you heard or
read the term "convergence?" Probably
quite some time ago. So are you converged
yet? !\4ry not? I'd wager it's because you
couldn't get past "Why?" And for many of
you, that was probably a good thingl
Rushing into a new technology because it's
featured on some magazine cover or
promoted by an 800-pound gorilla in the
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marketplace isn't always in your best interest.
Answering the "Why" is the most important
step in the process. Sometimes it's easy.
Equipment at the end of its life cycle, growths
in legitimate demand, and eliminating
barriers to conducting business are intuitive.
But what about convergence and next-
generation technologies? How do you answer
the "Why?" This takes a bit more work.
First define the term for your organiza-
tion. Does convergence mean voice, data, and
video on the same wire, on the same backbone,
in the same processor? To some it means
convergence ofresponsibility, to others it
means standardization on a vendor platform.
What are we trying to converge? Technology
and/or people? Why are we doing this?
A next-generation technology such as
wireless access brings with it security and
management issues that may overwhelm your
organization. We just completed the design of
an 800+ radio infrastructure for a university
that will provide total coverage of 140+
buildings and green spaces. Fun to design-a
potential nightmare to operate and maintain.
Lots of "who" and "what" questions to answer
to make this a success. Why did this univer-
sity decide to install the system? I never
asked, as it was decided prior to my arrival;
but we have been diligent in raising issues
that must be addressed before going live.
Presence communications is covered in
this issue-again, a great concept. Are you
prepared to answer "Why?" What are you
going to accomplish? What benefit will it
bring to the organization and at what cost?
Not to sound cynical (well, maybe a little),
but all your students have analog telephones
and your faculty won't even attend training to
learn how to use voicemail. Who will be using
continued on page 47
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